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LOCAL ENERGY DECAY AND DIFFUSIVE PHENOMENON IN A
DISSIPATIVE WAVE GUIDE
JULIEN ROYER
Abstract. We prove the local energy decay for the wave equation in a wave guide with dissipation
at the boundary. It appears that for large times the dissipated wave behaves like a solution of a
heat equation in the unbounded directions. The proof is based on resolvent estimates. Since the
eigenvectors for the transverse operator do not form a Riesz basis, the spectral analysis does not
trivially reduce to separate analyses on compact and Euclidean domains.
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1. Introduction and statement of the main results
Let d, n P N˚. We consider a smooth, connected, open and bounded subset ω of Rn and denote
by Ω the straight wave guide Rd ˆ ω Ă Rd`n. Let a ą 0. For pu0, u1q P H1pΩq ˆ L2pΩq we consider
the wave equation with dissipative boundary condition$’&’%
B2t u´∆u “ 0 on R` ˆ Ω,
Bνu` aBtu “ 0 on R` ˆ BΩ,
pu, Btuq|t“0 “ pu0, u1q on Ω.
(1.1)
There is already a huge litterature about wave guides, which are of great interest for physical
applications. For the spectral point of view we refer for instance to [DE95, KK05, BK08, BGH11,
RCU13, KR14] and references therein.
Our purpose in this paper is to study some large time properties for the solution of (1.1). The
analysis will be mostly based on resolvent estimates for the corresponding stationary problem.
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2 JULIEN ROYER
1.1. Local energy decay. If u is a solution of (1.1) then its energy at time t is defined by
Eptq “
ż
Ω
|∇uptq|2 `
ż
Ω
|Btuptq|2 . (1.2)
It is standard computation to check that this energy is non-increasing, and that the decay is due to
the dissipation at the boundary:
Ept2q ´ Ept1q “ ´2
ż t2
t1
ż
BΩ
a |Btuptq|2 dσ dt.
There are many papers dealing with the energy decay for the damped wave equation in various
settings. For the wave equation on a compact manifold (with dissipation by a potential or at the
boundary), it is now well-known that we have uniform exponential decay under the so-called geomet-
ric control condition. See [RT74, BLR92]. Roughly speaking, the assumption is that any trajectory
for the underlying classical problem should meet the damping region (for the free wave equation on
a subset of Rn, the spatial projections of these bicharacteristics are straight lines, reflected at the
boundary according to the classical laws of geometrical optics).
For the undamped wave equation, the energy is conserved. However, on an unbounded domain
it is useful to study the decay of the energy on any compact for localized initial conditions. This is
equivalent to the fact that the energy escapes at infinity for large times.
The local energy decay for the undamped wave equation has been widely inverstigated on per-
turbations of the Euclidean space, under the assumption that all classical trajectories escape to
infinity (this is the so-called non-trapping condition). For a compact perturbation of the model case
we obtain an exponential decay for the energy on any compact in odd dimensions, and a decay at
rate t´2d if the dimension d is even. We refer to [LMP63] for the free wave equation outside some
star-shapped obstacle, [MRS77] and [Mel79] for a non-trapping obstacle, [Ral69] for the necessity of
the non-trapping condition and [Bur98] for a logarithmic decay with loss of regularity but without
any geometric assumption. In [BH12] and [Bou11] the problem is given by long-range perturbation
of the free wave equation. The local energy (defined with a polynomially decaying weight) decays
at rate Opt´2d`εq for any ε ą 0.
Here we are interested in the local energy decay for the damped wave equation on an unbounded
domain. Closely related results have been obtained in [AK02, Khe03] for the dissipative wave equa-
tion outside a compact obstacle of the Euclidean space (with dissipation at the boundary or in the
interior of the domain) and [BR14, Roy] for the asymptotically free model. The decay rates are the
same as for the corresponding undamped problems, but the non-trapping condition can be replaced
by the geometric control condition: all the bounded classical trajectories go through the region
where the damping is effective.
Under a stronger damping assumption (all the classical trajectories go through the damping re-
gion, and not only the bounded ones), it is possible to study the decay of the total energy (1.2).
We mention for instance [BJ], where exponential decay is proved for the total energy of the damped
Klein-Gordon equation with periodic damping on Rd. This stronger damping condition is not satis-
fied in our setting, since the classical trajectories parallel to the boundary never meet the damping
region.
Compared to all these results, our domain Ω is neither bounded nor close to the Euclidean space
at infinity. In particular the boundary BΩ itself is unbounded. Our main theorem gives local energy
decay in this setting:
Theorem 1.1 (Local energy decay). Let δ ą d2 ` 1. Then there exists C ě 0 such that for
u0 P H1,δpΩq, u1 P L2,δpΩq and t ě 0 we have›››〈x〉´δ∇uptq›››
L2pΩq
`
›››〈x〉´δ Btuptq›››
L2pΩq
ď C 〈t〉´ d2´1
ˆ›››〈x〉δ∇u0›››
L2pΩq
`
›››〈x〉δ u1›››
L2pΩq
˙
,
where u is the solution of the problem (1.1).
Everywhere in the paper we denote by px, yq a general point in Ω, with x P Rd and y P ω. Moreover
we have denoted by L2,δpΩq the weighted space L2p〈x〉2δ dx dyq and by H1,δpΩq the corresponding
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Sobolev space, where 〈¨〉 stands for p1` |¨|2q 12 .
We first remark that the power of t in the rate of decay only depends on d and not on n. This
is coherent with the fact that the energy has only d directions to escape. Although the energy is
dissipated in the bounded directions, the result does not depend on their number (nonetheless, we
will see that the constant C depends on the shape of the section ω).
However, we observe that the local energy does not decay as for a wave on Rd. In fact, it appears
that the rate of dacay is the same as for the heat equation on Rd. This phenomenon will be discussed
in Theorem 1.3 below.
As usual for a wave equation, we can rewrite (1.1) as a first order equation on the so-called energy
space. For δ P R we denote by E δ the Hilbert completion of C80 pΩq ˆ C80 pΩq for the norm
}pu, vq}2E δ “
›››〈x〉δ∇u›››2
L2pΩq
`
›››〈x〉δ v›››2
L2pΩq
.
When δ “ 0 we simply write E instead of E 0. We consider on E the operator
A “
ˆ
0 1
´∆ 0
˙
(1.3)
with domain
DpAq “ tpu, vq P E : pv,´∆uq P E and Bνu “ iav on BΩu . (1.4)
Let u0, u1 be such that U0 “ pu0, iu1q P DpAq. Then u is a solution of (1.1) if and only if U : t ÞÑ`
uptq, iBtuptq
˘
is a solution for the problem#
BtUptq ` iAUptq “ 0,
Up0q “ U0. (1.5)
We are going to prove that A is a maximal dissipative operator on E (see Proposition 2.6), which
implies in particular that ´iA generates a contractions semigroup. Thus the problem (1.5) has a
unique solution U : t ÞÑ e´itAU0 in C0pR`,DpAqq X C1pR`,E q. In this setting the estimate of
Theorem 1.1 simply reads
@t ě 0, ››e´itAU0››E´δ ď C 〈t〉´ d2´1 }U0}E δ . (1.6)
We will see that as usual for the local energy decay under the geometric control condition, the
rate of decay is governed by the contribution of low frequencies. With a suitable weight, we obtain a
polynomial decay at any order if we only consider the contribution of high frequencies. We refer for
instance to the result of [Wan87] for the self-adjoint Schro¨dinger equation on the Euclidean space.
The difficulty with the damped wave equation is that we do not have a functional calculus to localize
on high frequencies. Here on a dissipative wave guide we can at least localize with respect to the
Laplacian on Rd.
We denote by Λ the usual Laplacian ´∆x on Rd. We also denote by Λ the operator ´∆xbIdL2pωq
on L2pΩq. Let χ1 P C80 pR, r0, 1sq be equal to 1 on a neighborhood of 0. For z P Cz t0u we set
χz “ χ1p¨{ |z|2q and
Xz “
ˆ
χzpΛq 0
0 χzpΛq
˙
P LpE q (1.7)
(where LpE q denotes the space of bounded operators on E ).
Theorem 1.2 (High frequency time decay). Let γ ě 0 and δ ą γ. Then there exists C ě 0 such
that for U0 P E δ we have
@t ě 0, ››p1´ X1qe´itAU0››E´δ ď C 〈t〉´γ }U0}E δ .
Notice that in the same spirit we could also state the same kind of result for the damped Klein-
Gordon equation.
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1.2. Diffusive properties for the contribution of low frequencies. In Theorem 1.1 we have
seen that the local energy of the damped wave on Ω “ Rdˆω decays like a solution of a heat equation
on Rd. This is due to the fact that the damping is effective even at infinity. This phenomenon has
already been observed for instance for the damped wave equation
B2t u´∆u` apxqBtu “ 0 (1.8)
on the Euclidean space Rd itself. For a constant absorption index (a ” 1), it has been proved that
the solution of the damped wave equation (1.8) behaves like a solution of the heat equation
´∆v ` Btv “ 0.
Roughly, this is due to the fact that for the contribution of low frequencies (which govern the rate
of decay for the local energy decay under G.C.C.) the term B2t u becomes small compared to Btu.
See [Nis03, MN03, HO04, Nar04]. See also [Ike02, AIK] for the damped wave equation on an ex-
terior domain. For a slowly decaying absorption index (apxq „ 〈x〉´ρ with ρ Ps0, 1s), we refer to
[ITY13, Wak14] (recall that if the absorption index is of short range (ρ ą 1), then we recover the
properties of the undamped wave equation, see [BR14, Roy]). Finally, results on an abstract setting
can be found in [CH04, RTY10, Nis, RTY16].
Compared to the results in all these papers, we have a damping which is not effective everywhere
at infinity but only at the boundary. In particular, the heat equation to which our damped wave
equation reduces for low frequencies is not so obvious.
For the next result we need more notation. The boundary BΩ (Bω, respectively) is a submanifold
of Rd`n (of Rn). It is endowed with the structure given by the restriction of the usual scalar product
of Rd`n (of Rn) and with the corresponding measure. This is the usual Lebesgue measure on BΩ
(on Bω).
For v P L2pΩq we define Pωv P L2pRdq by setting, for almost all x P Rd:
pPωvqpxq “ 1|ω|
ż
ω
vpx, ¨q, where |ω| “
ż
ω
1. (1.9)
Pωv can also be viewed as a function in L
2pΩq by setting pPωvqpx, yq “ pPωvqpxq. If v P H1pΩq we
similarly define
pPBωvqpxq “ 1|Bω|
ż
Bω
vpx, ¨q, where |Bω| “
ż
Bω
1. (1.10)
We also set
Υ “ |Bω||ω| . (1.11)
The purpose of the following theorem is to show that the solution u of (1.1) behaves like the
solution of the heat equation#
aΥBtv ` Λv “ 0 on R` ˆ Rd,
v|t“0 “ iPBωu0 ` iaΥPωu1 on Rd.
(1.12)
We denote by uheat or uheat,0 the solution of (1.12):
uheatptq “ uheat,0ptq “ e´ tΛaΥ
ˆ
iPBωu0 ` i
aΥ
Pωu1
˙
, t ě 0. (1.13)
Finally for βx “ pβx,1, . . . , βx,dq P Nd we denote by Bβxx the differential operator Bβx,1x1 . . . Bβx,dxd on Rd.
The operator Bβyy is defined similarly on ω.
Theorem 1.3 (Comparison with the heat equation). Let pu0, iu1q P C80 pΩq2 XDpAq.
(i) There exists C ě 0 such that for t ě 0 we have›››〈x〉´δ∇pu´ uheatqptq›››
L2pΩq
`
›››〈x〉´δ Btpu´ uheatqptq›››
L2pΩq
ď C〈t〉´ d2´2.
(ii) More precisely for M P N there exist uheat,1, . . . , uheat,M , u˜M`1 such that for t ě 0 we have
uptq “ uheat,0ptq `
Mÿ
k“1
uheat,kptq ` u˜M`1ptq,
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and for ε ą 0, R ą 0, t ě 0, k P J0,MK, βt P t0, 1u, βx P Nd and βy P Nn with βt`|βx|`|βy| ď 1
there exists C ě 0 such that if pu0, iu1q P C80 pΩRq2 and δ ą 0 is large enough we have›››〈x〉´δ Bβtt Bβxx Bβyy uheat,kptq›››
L2pΩq
ď C 〈t〉´ d2´k´βt´|βx|
and ›››〈x〉´δ Bβtt Bβxx Bβyy u˜M`1ptq›››
L2pΩq
ď C 〈t〉´ d2´M´1´βt´|βx|`ε .
Notice that if we set Uheatptq “ puheatptq, iBtuheatptqq then the first statement gives››e´itAU0 ´ Uheatptq››E´δ À 〈t〉´ d2´2 . (1.14)
Since Uheatptq is given by the solution of the standard heat equation on Rd, we know that it decays
like t´ d2´1 in E´δ (see Remark 3.5). With (1.14), we deduce that the uniform estimate of Theorem
1.1 is sharp and could not be improved even with a stronger weight.
We also observe that uheat decays slowly if the coefficient aΥ is large (formally, uheat even becomes
constant at the limit aΥ “ `8). This confirms the general idea that a very strong damping weaken
the energy decay. Notice that it is natural that the strength of the damping depends not only on
the coefficient a which describes how the wave is damped at the boundary but also on the coefficient
Υ which measures how a general point of Ω sees the boundary BΩ. The expression of uheat also
confirms that the overdamping phenomenon concerns the contribution of low frequencies.
We notice that in Theorem 1.3 we not only estimate the derivatives of the solution but also the
solution itself. To this purpose we introduce Hδ “ H1,δ ˆ L2,δ, which can be defined as the Hilbert
completion of C80 pΩq2 for the norm
}pu, vq}2Hδ “
›››〈x〉δ u›››2
L2
`
›››〈x〉δ∇u›››2
L2
`
›››〈x〉δ v›››2
L2
.
We also write H for H0 “ H1pΩq ˆ L2pΩq.
Remark. If U0 “ pu0, iu1q P DpAq X E δ is such that
iPBωu0 ` i
aΥ
Pωu1 “ 0, (1.15)
then e´itAU0 decays at least like t´
d
2
´2 in E ´δ. This is in particular (but not only) the case if
u0 P C80 pΩq and u1 “ 0. Because of the semi-group property, the large time asymptotics should not
depend on what is considered as the initial time. And indeed, we can check that
d
dt
ˆ
iPBωuptq ` i
aΥ
PωBtuptq
˙
“ 0,
so (1.15) holds at time t “ 0 if and only if it holds with pu0, u1q replaced by puptq, Btuptqq for any
t ě 0.
1.3. Resolvent estimates. We are going to prove the estimates of Theorems 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 from
a spectral point of view. After a Fourier transform, we can write e´itA as the integral over τ “ Repzq
of the resolvent pA´ zq´1 or, more precisely, of its limit when Impzq Œ 0. As usual we will consider
separately the contributions of intermediate frequencies (|τ | „ 1), high frequencies (|τ | " 1) and low
frequencies (|τ | ! 1). And as usual the main difficulties will come from low and high frequencies.
We begin with the result about intermediate frequencies:
Theorem 1.4 (Intermediate frequency estimates). For any τ P Rz t0u the resolvent pA´ τq´1 is
well defined in LpE q. By restriction, it also defines a bounded operator on H.
Since the resolvent set of A is open, this result implies that around a non-zero frequency (0 belongs
to the spectrum of A) we have a spectral gap. Thus the question of the limiting absorption principle
is irrelevant, we do not even have to work in weighted spaces, and we have similar estimates for the
powers of the resolvent. We also remark that, by continuity, the map τ ÞÑ pA´ τq´1 is bounded as
a function on LpE q or LpHq on any compact subset of Rz t0u.
Even if any τ P Rz t0u is in the resolvent set, the size of the resolvent and hence of the spectral
gap are not necessarily uniform for high frequencies.
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It is known that for high frequencies the propagation of the wave is well approximated by the flow
of the underlying classical problem. For the straight wave guide, the horizontal lines (ie. included in
Rdˆtyu for some y P ω) correspond to (spatial projections of) classical trajectories which never see
the damping. Thus, we expect that we neither have a spectral gap for high frequencies nor a uniform
exponential decay for the energy of the time-dependant solution. However, the classical trajectories
which never meet the boundary escape to infinity, so the damping condition is satisfied by all the
bounded trajectories. In this setting we expect to recover the usual high-frequency estimates known
for the undamped wave on the Euclidean space under the non-trapping condition.
Theorem 1.5 (High frequency estimates). Let m P N and δ ą m` 12 . Then there exist τ0 ě 0 and
C ě 0 such that for |τ | ě τ0 we have››pA´ τq´1´m››LpE δ,E´δq ď C.
Moreover there exists γ ą 0 such that if χ1 is supported in s ´ γ, γr then for |τ | ě τ0 we have››Xτ pA´ τq´1´m››LpE ,E q ď C.
We also have similar estimates in LpHδ,H´δq and LpH,Hq, respectively.
As already mentioned, the limitation in the rate of decay in Theorem 1.1 is due to the contribution
of low frequencies. From the spectral point of view, this comes from the fact that the derivatives of
the resolvent are not uniformly bounded up to any order in a neighborhood of 0. The low frequency
resolvent estimates will be given in L2pΩq in Theorem 1.6 below.
Thus this paper is mainly devoted to the proofs of resolvent estimates. For this it is more con-
venient to go back to the physical space L2pΩq. Therefore we first have to rewrite the resolvent
pA´ zq´1 in terms of the resolvent of a Laplace operator on L2pΩq.
Given z in
C` :“ tz P C : Impzq ą 0u
and ϕ in the dual space H1pΩq1 of H1pΩq we denote by u “ R˜apzqϕ the unique solution in H1pΩq
for the variational problem
@v P H1pΩq, 〈∇u,∇v〉L2pΩq ´ iz
ż
BΩ
auv ´ z2 〈u, v〉L2pΩq “ 〈ϕ, v〉H1pΩq1,H1pΩq . (1.16)
We will check in Proposition 2.1 that this defines a map R˜apzq P LpH1pΩq1, H1pΩqq. Moreover, if
ϕ P L2pΩq then
R˜apzqϕ “
`
Haz ´ z2
˘´1
ϕ, (1.17)
where for α P C we have set
Hα “ ´∆ (1.18)
on the domain
DpHαq “
 
u P H2pΩq : Bνu “ iαu on BΩ
(
. (1.19)
In Proposition 2.5 we will set for z P C`
Rapzq “
`
Haz ´ z2
˘´1
.
We consider in LpH1pΩq, H1pΩq1q the operator Θa defined as follows:
@ϕ,ψ P H1pΩq, 〈Θaϕ,ψ〉H1pΩq1,H1pΩq “
ż
BΩ
aϕψ. (1.20)
Then the link between pA´ zq´1 and R˜apzq is the following: we will see in Proposition 2.6 that for
all z P C` we have on H
pA´ zq´1 “
ˆ
R˜apzqpiΘa ` zq R˜apzq
1` R˜apzqpizΘa ` z2q zR˜apzq
˙
. (1.21)
This is of course of the same form as the equality in [BR14, Proposition 3.5], taking the limit
apxq Ñ aδBΩ. However the damping is no longer a bounded operator on L2pΩq and can only be seen
as a quadratic form on H1pΩq.
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Our purpose is then to estimate the derivatives of R˜apzq. As in [BR14, Roy], we have to be careful
with the dependance on the spectral parameter. And now the derivatives have to be computed in
the sense of forms. For instance for the first derivative we have in LpH1pΩq1, H1pΩqq
R˜1apzq “ R˜apzqpiΘa ` 2zqR˜apzq. (1.22)
Let us come back to the low frequency estimates and to the comparison with the heat equation.
We first observe that for z P C` small, the absorption coefficient az which appears in (1.16) or in the
domain of Haz becomes small. This explains why there is no spectral gap around 0. More precisely,
we said that the contribution of low frequencies for the solution of (1.1) behaves like the solution of
(1.12). In our spectral analysis, this comes from the fact that for z P C` small the resolvent R˜apzq
is close to
`´∆´ iaΥz˘´1Pω. More precisely, we will prove the following result:
Theorem 1.6. Let M P N. Then there exists an open neighborhood U of 0 in C such that for
z P U X C` we can write
R˜apzq “
Mÿ
k“0
kÿ
j“0
zj`k
`´∆´ iaΥz˘´j´1Pk,j ` R˜a,M pzq (1.23)
where the following properties are satisfied.
(i) For k P J0,MK and j P J0, kK the operator Pk,j belongs to LpH1pωq1, H1pωqq. In particular
there exists σ P C such that Pk,k “ σkPω.
(ii) Let m P N, s P “0, d2“, δ ą s, βx P Nd and βy P Nn be such that |βx| ` |βy| ď 1. Then there
exists C ě 0 such that for z P U X C` we have›››〈x〉´δ Bβxx Bβyy R˜pmqa,M pzq 〈x〉´δ›››
L2pΩq
ď C
´
1` |z|M´m`s` |βx|2
¯
.
The resolvent
`´∆´ iaΥz˘´1 which appears in (1.23) is the resolvent corresponding to the heat
equation (1.12). Uniform estimates for the powers of this resolvent can be deduced from its explicit
kernel for z R p´iR`q.
Proposition 1.7. (i) Let s0 ą 0, j P N, δ ą d2 ` j and β P Nd with |β| ď 1. Then there exists
C ě 0 such that for s Ps0, s0s we have››››limεŒ0 〈x〉´δ Bβ ´`Λ´ ps` iεq˘´1´j ´ `Λ´ ps´ iεq˘´1´j¯ 〈x〉´δ
››››
LpL2pRdqq
ď Cs d2´j´1`|β|.
(ii) Let j P N, |β| P Nd and ε ą 0. Let δ ą d2 ´ ε. Then there exists C ě 0 and a neighborhood U
of 0 in C such that for ζ P UzR` we have›››〈x〉´δ Bβp´Λ´ ζq´1´j 〈x〉´δ››› ď C ´1` |ζ|d´ε´1´j¯ .
The first statement is sharp. It will be used in particular to obtain the sharp estimates for uheatptq
and hence for Theorem 1.1. This is not the case for the second estimate. In fact we will only use in
Proposition 3.3 the fact that the estimate is of size op|ζ|´1´jq.
Theorem 1.6 and Proposition 1.7 will be used to estimate the contribution of low frequencies in
Theorems 1.1 and 1.3. In Theorem 1.2 we localize away from low frequencies with respect to the
first d variables. As expected, we will see that there is no problem with the contribution of low
frequencies in this case.
Proposition 1.8. The map z ÞÑ p1´X1qpA´ zq´1 P LpE q extends to a holomorphic function on a
neighborhood of 0. The same holds in LpHq.
1.4. Separation of variables. In order to prove resolvent estimates on a straight wave guide,
it is natural to write the functions of L2pΩq » L2pRd, L2pωqq as a series of functions of the form
umpxq b ϕmpyq where um P L2pRdq and ϕm P L2pωq is an eigenfunction for the transverse problem.
Given α P C, we consider on L2pωq the operator
Tα “ ´∆ω (1.24)
on the domain
DpTαq “
 
u P H2pωq : Bνu “ iαu on Bω
(
. (1.25)
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We have denoted by ∆ω the Laplace operator on ω. We also denote by Tα the operator IdL2pRdqbp´∆ωq
on L2pΩq with boundary condition Bνu “ iαu on BΩ. With Λ defined above, this defines operators
on L2pΩq such that
Hα “ Λ` Tα. (1.26)
The spectrum of Tα is given by a sequence pλmpαqqmPN of isolated eigenvalues with finite multi-
plicities (see Proposition 2.7). When α “ 0 the operators H0 and T0 are self-adjoint. Then there
exists an orthonormal basis pϕmqmPN of L2pωq such that T0ϕm “ λmp0qϕm for all m P N. For
u P L2pΩq and almost all x P Rd we can write
upx, ¨q “
ÿ
mPN
umpxqϕm
where um P L2pRdq for all m P N. Then for z P C` we have
R0pzqu “
ÿ
mPN
`
Λ´ z2 ` λmp0q
˘´1
um b ϕm, (1.27)
and by the Parseval identity:
}R0pzqu}2L2pΩq “
ÿ
mPN
›››`Λ´ z2 ` λmp0q˘´1um›››2
L2pRdq
. (1.28)
Thus the estimates on R0pzq follow from analogous estimates for the family of resolvents
`
Λ´ z2 `
λmp0q
˘´1
on the Euclidean space Rd. The situation is not that simple in our non-selfadjoint setting.
The first remark is that we do not necessarily have a basis of eigenfunctions, since for multiple
eigenvalues we may have Jordan blocks. Moreover, even when we have a basis of eigenfunctions,
this is not an orthogonal family so (1.28) does not hold. For the dissipative Schro¨dinger equation
on a wave guide with one-dimensional section, we proved in [Roy15] that the eigenvalues are simple
and that the corresponding sequence of eigenfunctions forms a Riesz basis (which basically means
that the equality in (1.28) can be replaced by inequalities up to multiplicative constants). Then it
was possible to reduce the problem to proving estimates for a family of resolvents on Rd as in the
self-adjoint case. Here there are two obstructions which prevent us from following the same strategy.
The Riesz basis property in [Roy15] (and more generally in one-dimensional problems) comes from
the fact that eigenfunctions corresponding to large eigenvalues λmpαq are close to the orthonormal
family of eigenfunctions for the undamped problem. In higher dimension we have “more small eigen-
values”. More precisely, even if it does not appear in the litterature (to the best of our knowledge),
we can expect that a Weyl law holds for the eigenvalues of an operator like Tα (we recall that for
the Laplace operator on a compact manifold of dimension n the number of eigenvalues smaller that
r grows like rn{2, see for instance [Str07, Zwo12]). Thus, when the dimension n grows, there are
more and more eigenvalues in a given compact and hence more and more eigenfunctions which are
far from being orthogonal to each other. We expect that the Riesz basis property no longer holds
when n ě 2.
The second point is that even if dimpωq “ 1 we have to be careful with the fact that for the wave
equation the absorption coefficient grows with the spectral parameter. In [Roy15, Proposition 3.2]
we proved the Riesz basis property uniformly only for a bounded absorption coefficient. Thus, even
when n “ 1 we cannot use the Riesz basis property to prove the uniform high frequency estimates.
Here the strategy is the following: for low and intermediate frequencies (|τ | À 1), we first show
that we only have to take into account a finite number of eigenvalues λmpaτq (those for which
Repλmpaτqq À τ2). For this we have to separate the contributions of different parts of the spectrum.
Without writing a sum like (1.27). There are two common ways to localize a problem with respect
to the spectrum of an operator. If the operator is self-adjoint, we can use its spectral projections
(or, more generally, the functional calculus). If the spectrum has a bounded part Σ separated from
the rest of the spectrum, we can use the projection given by the Riesz integral on a curve which
surrounds Σ. One of the keys of our proof is to find a way to use simultaneously the facts that Λ is
selfadjoint and that Tα has a discrete spectrum to obtain spectral localizations for Hα.
Once we have reduced the analysis to a finite number of eigenvalues (each of which being of
finite multiplicity), we can deduce properties of our resolvent Rapτq from analogous properties of`
Λ´ τ2 ` λmpaτq
˘´1 P LpL2pRdqq as explained above even without self-adjointness.
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However this strategy cannot give uniform estimates for high frequencies, since then we have to
take more and more transverse eigenvalues into account. But we still use the same kind of ideas,
together with the standard methods of semiclassical analysis (see for instance [Zwo12] for a general
overview). Moreover, we will have to separate again the contributions of the different transverse
frenquencies λmpaτq. If |λmpaτq| ! |τ |2 then the spectral parameter τ2 ´ λmpaτq in (1.28) is large.
Even if we cannot use (1.28) in the dissipative case, this suggests that we should use the same kind
of ideas as for high frequency resolvent estimates for the operator Λ on Rd. This is no longer the
case for the contribution of large eigenvalues of Taτ , for which |λmpaτq| » |τ |2. Then we will use the
fact that we have a spectral gap at high frequencies for the transverse operator Taτ .
We state this result in the semiclassical setting. For α P C and h Ps0, 1s we denote by Tα,h the
operator ´h2∆ we domain
DpTα,hq “
 
u P H2pωq : hBνu “ iαu on Bω
(
. (1.29)
Then we have the following result:
Theorem 1.9. There exist h0 Ps0, 1s, γ ą 0 and c ě 0 such that for h Ps0, h0s and
α, ζ Ps1´ γ, 1` γr`ihs1´ γ, 1` γr
the resolvent pTα,h ´ ζq´1 is well defined in LpL2pωqq and we have››pTα,h ´ ζq´1››LpL2pωqq ď ch.
It seems that this theorem has never been written from the spectral point of view, but it is very
closely related to the stabilisation result of [BLR92] in a similar setting. We also refer to [Leb96]
and [LR97] which give stabilisation for the wave equation with dissipation in the interior and at the
boundary, respectively, but without the geometric control condition. Notice that we are going to
use in this paper the contradiction argument of [Leb96]. We also refer to [Sjo¨00] and [Ana10] for
more precise results about the damped wave equation on a compact manifold without boundary.
Here we have stated our result with a damping effective everywhere at the boundary, but Theorem
1.9 should hold if GCC holds for generalized bicharacteristics (with the additionnal assumption that
there is no contact of infinite order, see for instance [Bur98]). Our setting allows us to provide a
less general but less technical proof.
More generally, for our main results we have only considered the simplest case of a damped wave
equation on a wave guide with dissipation at the boundary, which already requires quite a long
analysis. But many generalizations of this model case would be of great interest (perturbations of
the domain Ω, of the laplace operator ´∆ on Ω, of the absorption index, etc.). They are left as
open problems in this work. On the other hand the case of a damping in the interior of the domain
is easier than the damping at the boundary and could be added here. However it would make the
notation heavier so we content ourselves with a free equation in the interior of the domain.
The paper is organized as follows. We prove in Section 2 the general properties of the operators
A, Hα and Tα which will be used throughout the paper. In Section 3 we use the resolvent estimates
of Theorems 1.4, 1.5 and 1.6 (and Propositions 1.7 and 1.8) to prove Theorems 1.1, 1.3 and 1.2.
Then the rest of the paper is devoted to the proofs of these spectral results. In Section 3 we show
how we can use the discreteness of the spectrum of Tα and the selfadjointness of Λ to separate the
contributions of the different parts of the spectrum of Hα. Then we deduce Theorem 1.4 in Section
5. In Section 6 we study the contribution of low frequencies, and in particular we prove Theorem 1.6.
Section 7 is devoted to Theorem 1.5 concerning high frequencies, and we give a proof of Theorem 1.9
in Appendix A. Finally we give a quick description of the spectum of Tα when n “ 1 in Appendix
B.
2. General properties
In this section we prove the general properties which we need for our analysis. In particular we
prove all the basic facts about A, R˜apzq and Taz which have been mentioned in the introduction.
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We first recall that an operator T on a Hilbert space K with domain DpT q is said to be accretive
(respectively dissipative) if
@u P DpT q, Re 〈Tu, u〉 ě 0 `respectively Im 〈Tu, u〉 ď 0˘.
Moreover T is said to be maximal accretive (maximal dissipative) if it has no other accretive (dis-
sipative) extension than itself on K. With these conventions, T is (maximal) dissipative if and only
if iT is (maximal) accretive. We recall that a dissipative operator T is maximal dissipative if and
only if pT ´ zq has a bounded inverse on K for some (and hence any) z P C`. In this case we have
@z P C`,
››pT ´ zq´1›› ď 1
Impzq
and hence, by the Hille-Yosida theorem (see for instance [EN06]), the operator ´iT generates a
contractions semigroup t ÞÑ e´itT . Then, for u0 P DpT q, the function t ÞÑ e´itTu0 belongs to
C0pR`,DpT qq X C1pR`,Kq and is the unique solution for the Cauchy problem#
Btu` iTu “ 0, @t ě 0,
up0q “ u0.
2.1. General properties of R˜apzq. We begin with the general properties of the variational problem
(1.16). For α P C and u, v P H1pΩq we set
qαpu, vq “
ż
BΩ
αuv and Qαpu, vq “
ż
Ω
∇u ¨∇v ´ iqαpu, vq. (2.1)
We also denote by qα andQα the corresponding quadratic forms onH
1pΩq, and by ∆˜ P LpH1pΩq, H1pΩq1q
the operator corresponding to ´Q0: for u, v P H1pΩq we have〈´∆˜u, v〉
H1pΩq1,H1pΩq “ 〈∇u,∇v〉L2pΩq .
Proposition 2.1. Let z P C`. Then for ϕ P H1pΩq1 the variational problem (1.16) has a unique
solution R˜apzqϕ P H1pΩq. Moreover the norm of R˜apzq in LpH1pΩq1, H1pΩqq is bounded on any
compact of C`.
Proof. Let θ “ pi2 ´ argpzq P
‰ ´ pi2 , pi2 “. Then u P H1pΩq is a solution of (1.16) if and only if it is a
solution of the problem
@v P H1pΩq, Qθa,zpu, vq “
〈
eiθϕ, v
〉
, (2.2)
where we have set Qθa,z “ eiθpQaz ´ z2q. This defines a quadratic form on H1pΩq and for v P H1pΩq
we have
Re
`
Qθa,zpv, vq
˘ “ cospθq }∇v}2L2pΩq ` |z| żBΩ a |v|2 ´ cos `θ ` argpz2q˘ |z|2 }v}2L2pΩq
ě sin ` argpzq˘min `1, |z|2 ˘ }v}2H1pΩq .
According to the Lax-Milgram Theorem, the problems (2.2) and hence (1.16) have a unique solution
u. Moreover
}u}H1pΩq ď
}ϕ}H1pΩq1
sin
`
argpzq˘min `1, |z|2 ˘ ,
and the conclusion follows. 
Remark 2.2. For z P C` the operator R˜apzq P LpH1pΩq1, H1pΩqq is the inverse of p´∆˜´ izΘa ´ z2q P
LpH1pΩq, H1pΩq1q. Its adjoint R˜apzq˚ P LpH1pΩq1, H1pΩqq is then the inverse of p´∆˜` izΘa ´ z2q.
For ψ P H1pΩq1 it gives the solution v “ R˜apzq˚ψ of the variational problem
@u P H1pΩq, 〈∇v,∇u〉L2pΩq ` iz
ż
BΩ
avu´ z2 〈v, u〉L2pΩq “ 〈ψ, u〉H1pΩq1,H1pΩq .
In particular for ϕ,ψ P H1pΩq1 and z P C` we have〈
R˜apzqϕ,ψ
〉
“
〈
ϕ, R˜ap´zqψ
〉
. (2.3)
The next result concerns the derivatives of R˜apzq.
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Proposition 2.3. The map z ÞÑ R˜apzq P L
`
H1pΩq1, H1pΩq˘ is holomorphic on C` and its derivative
is given by (1.22). More generally, if we set Θ1a “ Θa and Θ0a “ IdL2pΩq then for any m P N the
derivative R˜
pmq
a pzq is a linear combination of terms of the form
zqR˜apzqΘν1a R˜apzqΘν2a . . .Θνσa R˜apzq, (2.4)
where σ P J0,mK (there are σ ` 1 factors R˜apzq), q P N and ν1, . . . , νσ P t0, 1u are such that
m “ 2σ ´ q ´ pν1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` νσq. (2.5)
Proof. Let z P C`. For ζ P C` we set Tzpζq “ R˜apζq ´ R˜apzq P LpH1pΩq1, H1pΩqq. We can check
that for ϕ P H1pΩq1 and v P H1pΩq we have
〈∇Tzpζqϕ,∇v〉´ izqapTzpζqϕ, vq ´ z2 〈Tzpζqϕ, v〉
“ ipζ ´ zq
〈
ΘaR˜apζqϕ, v
〉
H1pΩq1,H1pΩq
` pζ2 ´ z2q
〈
R˜apζqϕ, v
〉
.
Therefore in LpH1pΩq1, H1pΩqq we have
}Tzpζq} “
›››R˜apzq´ipζ ´ zqΘaR˜apζq ` pζ2 ´ z2qR˜apζq¯››› ÝÝÝÑ
ζÑz 0,
and then ››››Tzpζqζ ´ z ´ R˜apzqpiΘa ` 2zqR˜apzq
›››› ÝÝÝÑζÑz 0.
This proves (1.22). The general case follows by induction on m. 
In the following proposition we explicit the link between the variational problem (1.16) and the
operator Hα defined by (1.18)-(1.19). We first need a lemma about the traces on BΩ.
Lemma 2.4. Let ε ą 0. Then there exists C ě 0 such that for all u P C80 pΩq we have
}u}L2pBΩq ď ε }u}H1pΩq ` Cε }u}L2pΩq .
This estimate easily follows from the standard trace and interpolation theorems on a bounded
domain (see for instance Theorems 1.5.1.2 and 1.4.3.3 in [Gri85]). The case of a wave guide easily
follows:
Proof. Let s P ‰12 , 1“. By the trace theorem on the smooth bounded subset ω of Rn there exists
C ě 0 such that for all x P Rd we haveż
Bω
|upx, ¨q|2 ď C }upx, ¨q}2Hspωq .
Then by interpolation there exists Cε such thatż
Bω
|upx, ¨q|2 ď ε }upx, ¨q}2H1pωq ` Cε }upc, ¨q}2L2pωq .
The result follows after integration over x P Rd. 
Proposition 2.5. For z P C` the operator
`
Haz ´ z2
˘
has a bounded inverse which we denote by
Rapzq “
`
Haz ´ z2
˘´1 P L2pΩq. (2.6)
Then for any f P L2pΩq we have
R˜apzqf “ Rapzqf.
More generally, for z P C`, f P L2pΩq, g P H1pΩq then u “ R˜apzqpf ` Θagq is the unique solution
in H2pΩq for the problem #
p´∆´ z2qu “ f, on Ω,
Bνu “ iazu` ag, on BΩ. (2.7)
Proof. ‚ We first prove that for α P C` the operator Hα is maximal accretive. For this we follow
the same ideas as in the proof of Proposition 2.3 in [Roy15]. By Lemma 2.4 and Theorem VI.3.4
in [Kat80] the form Qα is sectorial and closed. By the representation theorem (Theorem VI.2.1 in
[Kat80]), there exists a unique maximal accretive operator Hˆα such that DpHˆαq Ă H1pΩq and
@u P DpHˆαq,@v P H1pΩq,
〈
Hˆαu, v
〉 “ Qαpu, vq.
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Moreover
DpHˆαq “
 
u P H1pΩq : Df P L2pΩq,@v P H1pΩq, Qαpu, vq “ 〈f, v〉
(
,
and for u P DpHˆαq the corresponding f is unique and given by f “ Hˆαu. It is easy to check that the
operator Hα is accretive and that for all u P DpHαq and v P H1pΩq we have 〈Hαu, v〉 “ Qαpu, vq.
Thus DpHαq Ă DpHˆαq and Hα “ Hˆα on DpHαq. Now let u P DpHˆαq. There exists f P L2pΩq such
that for all v P H1pΩq we have ż
Ω
∇u ¨∇v ´ i
ż
BΩ
αuv “
ż
Ω
fv,
As in the proof of Proposition 2.3 in [Roy15], we can check that u P H2pΩq and Bνu “ iαu on DpHαq.
We omit the details. This proves that DpHˆαq Ă DpHαq. Thus Hα “ Hˆα is maximal accretive.
‚ If moreover Repαq ą 0 then Hα is also dissipative and hence maximal dissipative. Let z P C`.
If Repzq ą 0 then Haz is maximal dissipative and Impz2q ą 0, so the resolvent Rapzq is well defined.
This is also the case if Repzq ă 0, since then Ha˚z is maximal dissipative and Impz2q ă 0. And
finally Haz is non-negative and z
2 ą 0 when Repzq “ 0, so Rapzq is well defined for any z P C`.
Then it is clear that for f P L2 then Rapzqf satisfies (1.16) where 〈ϕ, v〉 is replaced by
ş
fv, so that
Rapzqf “ R˜apzqf .
‚ Now let z, f , g and u as in the last statement. Then for all v P H1pΩq we haveż
Ω
∇u ¨∇v ´ iz
ż
BΩ
auv ´ z2
ż
Ω
uv “
ż
Ω
fv `
ż
BΩ
agv. (2.8)
Again, we follow the proof of Proposition 2.3 in [Roy15] to prove that u belongs to H2pΩq. The only
difference is that we have to take into account the term ´z2 〈u, v〉. For the boundary condition we
have to replace [Roy15, (2.1)] by Bνu “ iazu` ag (notice that the restriction of g on BΩ belongs to
H1{2pBΩq). This concludes the proof. 
2.2. General properties of the wave operator. Now we turn to the properties of the wave
operator A defined by (1.3)-(1.4). We have to prove that it is a maximal dissipative operator on E
(to ensure that the problem (1.5) is well-posed) and to express its resolvent in terms of R˜apzq.
Proposition 2.6. The operator A is maximal dissipative on E . Moreover for z P C` and F P H Ă E
we have in H
pA´ zq´1F “
ˆ
R˜apzqpiΘa ` zq R˜apzq
1` R˜apzqpizΘa ` z2q zR˜apzq
˙
F. (2.9)
Proof. ‚ For U “ pu, vq P DpAq we have
〈AU,U〉E “ 〈∇v,∇u〉L2pΩq ` 〈´∆u, v〉L2pΩq “ 2 Re 〈∇v,∇u〉L2pΩq ´ i
ż
BΩ
a |v|2 .
In particular Im 〈AU,U〉 ď 0, so A is dissipative on E .
‚ Let z P C`. We first check that RanpA ´ zq is closed in E . Let pFmqmPN be a sequence in
RanpA ´ zq which converges to some F P E . For all m P N we consider Um P DpAq such that
pA´ zqUm “ Fm. Then for all m, m˜ P N we have on the one hand
}pA´ zqpUm ´ Um˜q}2 (2.10)
ě }ApUm ´ Um˜q}2 ` |z|2 }Um ´ Um˜}2 ´ 2 Repzq 〈ApUm ´ Um˜q, Um ´ Um˜〉
ě η
´
}ApUm ´ Um˜q}2 ` |z|2 }Um ´ Um˜}2
¯
,
where
η “ 1´ |Repzq||z| ą 0.
And on the other hand:
}pA´ zqpUm ´ Um˜q}2 “ }Fm ´ Fm˜}2 ÝÝÝÝÝÝÑ
n,mÑ`8 0.
This proves that pUnqnPN is a Cauchy sequence in DpAq, which is complete (as can be seen by routine
argument). So this sequence converges in DpAq to some U , which means that pA´zqUm Ñ pA´zqU .
Since we already know that pA´ zqUm “ Fm Ñ F , we have F “ pA´ zqU P RanpA´ zq, and hence
RanpA´ zq is closed. Moreover pA´ zq is one-to-one according to (2.10).
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‚ Now we prove that RanpA ´ zq is dense in E . Let F “ pf˜ , g˜q P H and define U “ pu, vq as the
right-hand side of (2.9). By Proposition 2.5 we have u P H2pΩq and v P H1pΩq. Moreover, by the
boundary condition in (2.7) and the fact that R˜apzqg˜ “ Rapzqg˜ P DpHazq we have on BΩ:
Bνu “ iaz
`
R˜apzqpiΘa ` zqf˜ ` R˜apzqg˜
˘` iaf˜ “ iav.
This proves that U P DpAq. Then it is not difficult to check that pA´ zqU “ F , which implies that
F P RanpA ´ zq. Since H is dense in E , this proves that pA ´ zq has a bounded inverse in LpE q.
And since we have already checked (2.9), the proof is complete. 
As already mentioned, Proposition 2.6 implies in particular that ´iA generates a contractions
semigroup. Thus for U0 P DpAq the problem (1.5) has a unique solution U : t ÞÑ e´itAU0 in
C0pR`,DpAqq X C1pR`,E q.
2.3. General properties on the section ω. In this paragraph we describe in particular the
transverse operator Tα. It is not selfadjoint, but the discreteness of its spectrum will be crucial to
localize spectrally with respect to Hα » Λb Tα.
Proposition 2.7. Let α P C. The spectrum of Tα is given by a sequence
`
λmpαq
˘
mPN of eigenvalues
with finite multiplicities. Moreover there exist γ ą 0 and θ P “0, pi2 “ such that all these eigenvalues
belong to the sector
tλ P C : |argpλ` γq| ď θu . (2.11)
In particular Repλmpαqq ÝÝÝÝÑ
mÑ8 `8. If moreover Impαq ě 0 then we can take γ “ 0 (the eigenvalues
have non-negative real parts).
Proof. Since ω is bounded the operator Tα has a compact resolvent. Therefore its spectrum is given
by a discrete set of eigenvalues with finite multiplicities. Since the operator Tα is maximal sectorial
(this is proved exactly as for Hα), the spectrum of Tα is included is a sector of the form (2.11). If
moreover Impαq ě 0 then it is easy to see that Tα is accretive, so that we can take γ “ 0. 
As on Ω we can work in the sense of forms. The operator Tα corresponds to the quadratic form
defined as Qα in (2.1) but on ω instead of Ω. We still denote by Θα the operator defined as in (1.20)
but on LpH1pωq, H1pωq1q. Then we set
T˜α “ ´∆ω ´ iΘα P LpH1pωq, H1pωq1q. (2.12)
At least if Repζq ă ´γ the operator pT˜α ´ ζq P LpH1pωq, H1pωq1q has an inverse pT˜α ´ ζq´1 P
LpH1pωq1, H1pωqq. For ϕ P H1pωq1 then u “ pT˜α ´ ζq´1ϕ is the unique solution of
@v P H1pωq, 〈∇u,∇v〉L2pωq ´ i
ż
Bω
αuv ´ ζ 〈u, v〉L2pωq “ 〈ϕ, v〉H1pωq1,H1pωq . (2.13)
And for ϕ P L2pωq we have
pTα ´ ζq´1ϕ “ pT˜α ´ ζq´1ϕ.
In the following proposition we denote by σp¨q the spectrum of an operator and write H0pωq for
L2pωq.
Lemma 2.8. Let α P C and ζ P CzσpTαq. Then the inverse pT˜α ´ ζq´1 of pT˜α ´ ζq is well defined
in LpH1pωq1, H1pωqq. Moreover there exists C ě 0 such that for Repζq ď ´C and β1, β2 P t0, 1u we
have ›››pT˜α ´ ζq´1›››LpHβ1 pωq1,Hβ2 pωqq ď C |Repζq|β1`β22 ´1 .
Proof. Let ϕ P L2pωq and u “ pTα ´ ζq´1ϕ. We know that ζ is not an eigenvalue of Tα˚ , so the
resolvent pTα˚ ´ ζq´1 exists and belongs in particular to LpL2pωq, H1pωqq. By duality we obtain thatpTα ´ ζq´1 extends to a bounded operator from H1pωq1 to L2pωq, and hence
}u}L2pωq À }ϕ}H1pωq1 .
Let β1 P t0, 1u and s P
‰
1
2 , 1
“
. We can write (2.13) with v “ u. By the trace and interpolation
theorems (see the proof of Lemma 2.4) there exists C ě 0 (which does not depend on ϕ or ζ but
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depends on α) such that
}∇u}2L2pωq ď |α| }u}2L2pBωq ` |ζ| }u}2L2pωq ` }u}Hβ1 pωq }ϕ}Hβ1 pωq1
ď 1
2
}u}2H1pωq ` pC ` |ζ|q }u}2L2pωq ` }u}Hβ1 pωq }ϕ}Hβ1 pωq1 ,
and hence
}u}2H1pωq ď 2pC ` |ζ| ` 1q }u}2L2pωq ` }u}Hβ1 pωq }ϕ}Hβ1 pωq1 .
Applied with β1 “ 1, this proves that pTα´ζq´1 extends to a bounded operator in LpH1pωq1, H1pωqq.
Then we can check that this defines an inverse for pT˜α ´ ζq, which proves the first statement.
When β1 “ β2 “ 0 the estimate of the lemma follows from the standard resolvent estimate applied
to the maximal accretive operator Tα`γ. From the above inequality applied with β1 “ 0 we deduce
the estimate in LpL2pωq, H1pωqq. The estimate in LpH1pωq1, L2pωqq follows by duality, and finally
we use the above estimate with β1 “ 1 to deduce the estimate in LpH1pωq1, H1pωqq. 
We finish this section by recording some basic properties of the projection Pω defined in (1.9):
Lemma 2.9. (i) If u P H1pΩq then Pωu P H1pΩq. Moreover we have
∇xPωu “ Pω∇xu and ∇yPωu “ 0.
(ii) For u P H1pΩq we have in L2pΩq
PωΘau “ aΥPBωu
Proof. Let u P H1pΩq. The first statement follows from the theorem of differentiation under the
integral sign and the fact that Pωupx, yq does not depend on y P ω. By duality, Pω defines a bounded
operator on H1pωq1. Then for all v P H1pΩq we have
〈PωΘau, v〉H1pΩq1,H1pΩq “ 〈Θau, Pωv〉H1pΩq1,H1pΩq “ a
ż
Rd
ż
Bω
uˆ
ˆ
1
|ω|
ż
ω
v
˙
“ aΥ
ż
Rd
ż
ω
pPBωuqv “ 〈aΥPBωu, v〉L2pΩq .
In particular PωΘau belongs to L
2pΩq. This concludes the proof of the lemma. 
3. Local energy decay and comparison with the heat equation
In this section we use the resolvent estimates of Theorems 1.4, 1.5, 1.6 and Propositions 1.7, 1.8
to prove Theorems 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3.
As in the Euclidean case, the proofs rely on the propagation at finite speed for the wave equation:
Lemma 3.1. Let δ ě 0 and T ą 0. Then there exists CT ě 0 such that for t P r0, T s and U0 P E δ
we have ››e´itAU0››E δ ď CT }U0}E δ .
The proof of this lemma is the same as in the Euclidean space (see [Roy]). We recall the idea:
Proof. For δ P R`, r1, r2 P R and pu, vq P E δ we set
}pu, vq}2E δpr1,r2q “
ż
r1ď|x|ďr2
ż
yPω
〈x〉2δ ` |∇upx, yq|2 ` |vpx, yq|2 ˘ dy dx.
Let U0 P DpAq and let U be the solution of (1.5). For r1, r2 with r1 ď r2, t ě 0 and s P r0, ts we can
check that
d
ds
}Upt´ sq}2E 0pr1´s,r2`sq ě 0,
and hence
}Uptq}E 0pr1,r2q ď }U0}E 0pr1´t,r2`tq .
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Then if U0 P DpAq X E δ we have for t P r0, T s››e´itAU0››2E δ ď 〈T 〉2δ ››e´itAU0››2E 0p0,T q ` ÿ
nPN
〈n` T ` 1〉2δ ››e´itAU0››2E 0pT`n,T`n`1q
ď 〈T 〉2δ }U0}2E δ `
ÿ
nPN
〈n` T ` 1〉2δ
〈n〉2δ }U0}
2
E δpn,2T`n`1q
À }U0}E δ .
We conclude the proof by density of DpAq X E δ in E δ. 
Let U0 P DpAq. We assume that the two components of U0 are compactly supported (we give the
proofs for such initial conditions, and the results of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2 will follow by density).
We denote by Uptq the solution of (1.5). Let θ P C8pR, r0, 1sq be equal to 0 on s ´ 8, 1r and equal
to 1 on s2,`8r. For µ ą 0 and t P R we set
U0,µptq “ 1R`ptqe´tµUptq and U1,µptq “ θptqe´tµUptq.
Let τ P R and z “ τ ` iµ. We multiply (1.5) by eitz1R`ptq (or eitzθptq, respectively) and take the
integral over τ P R. After a partial integration we get for j P t0, 1u
Wjpzq :“
ż
R
eitτUj,µptq dt “ ´ipA´ zq´1Vjpzq, (3.1)
where
V0pzq “ U0 and V1pzq “
ż 2
1
θ1ptqeitzUptq dt.
Notice that U0,µptq and U1,µptq coincide for t ě 2. The interest of U0,µptq is that the source term
V0pzq is exactly given by the initial data U0. This is necessary to obtain the nice expression of
uheat in Theorem 1.3. However we use a sharp cut-off in the definition, and the lack of smoothness
implies a lack of decay for its Fourier transform. Therefore we will only obtain estimates with a loss
of derivative. To obtain uniform estimates as required in Theorem 1.1 we shall rather use U1,µptq,
defined with a smooth cut-off in time. The difference will appear clearly in Proposition 3.2.
Let θ0 P C80 pR, r0, 1sq be supported in [-3,3] and equal to 1 on a neighborhood of [-2,2], and
θ8 “ 1´ θ0. For R ě 1 and τ P R we set θ0,Rpτq “ θ0pτ{Rq.
Let µ ą 0. The map t ÞÑ Uj,µptq belongs to L2pR,E q for any j P t0, 1u. Since τ ÞÑ V1pτ ` iµq
decays at least like 〈τ〉´1 and pA´pτ ` iµqq´1 is uniformly bounded in LpE q (its norm is not greater
than 1{µ), this is also the case for the map τ ÞÑW1pτ ` iµq. For W0 we can write for z P C`
pA´ zq´1U0 “ 1
z ´ i
`pA´ zq´1pA´ iq ´ 1˘U0. (3.2)
This proves that the map τ ÞÑW0pτ`iµq also belongs to L2pR,E q. Thus we can inverse the relations
(3.1): if for j P t0, 1u and R ě 1 we set
Uj,µ,Rptq “ 1
2pi
ż
τPR
θ0,Rpτqe´itτWjpτ ` iµq dτ,
then we have
}Uj,µ ´ Uj,µ,R}L2pR,E q ÝÝÝÝÝÑRÑ`8 0. (3.3)
The same applies in L2pR,E ´δq for any δ ě 0. Moreover these functions are continuous, so if we
can prove that for some function ρ and some δ ě 0 we have }Uj,µ,Rptq}E´δ ď ρptq uniformly in R ě 1
and µ ą 0, this will imply that Ujptq satisfies the same estimate for all t ą 0.
We deal separately with the contributions of low and high-frequencies. For j P t0, 1u, t ě 0 and
R ě 1 we write Uj,µ,Rptq as the sum of
Uj,µ,8,Rptq “ 1
2pi
ż
τPR
e´itτθ0,Rpτqθ8pτqWjpτ ` iµq dτ
and
Uj,µ,0ptq “ 1
2pi
ż
τPR
e´itτθ0pτqWjpτ ` iµq dτ.
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Proposition 3.2 (Contribution of high frequencies). Let γ ě 0 and δ ą γ. Then there exists C ě 0
which does not depend on U0 or µ ą 0 and such that for j P t0, 1u, t ě 0 and R ą 1 we have
}p1´ X1qUj,µptq}E´δ ď C 〈t〉´γ
››pA´ iq1´jU0››E δ
and
}X1Uj,µ,8,Rptq}E ď C 〈t〉´γ
››pA´ iq1´jU0››E .
If moreover γ ě 12 and δ ą γ ` 1 then the same estimates hold with E replaced by H everywhere.
We recall that X1 was defined in (1.7). Notice that the first statement applied with j “ 1 gives
Theorem 1.2.
Proof. Let m P N and δ ą m` 12 . With partial integrations we see that pitqmp1´ X1qUj,µ,Rptq is a
linear combination of terms of the form
Um0,m1,m2j,µ,R ptq :“
ż
τPR
e´itτθpm0q0,R pτqp1´ X1qpA´ pτ ` iµqq´1´m1V pm2qj pτ ` iµq dτ,
where m0,m1,m2 P N are such that m0`m1`m2 “ m. By the Plancherel Theorem, Theorem 1.4,
Theorem 1.5, Proposition 1.8 and Lemma 3.1 we obtain for j “ 1:ż
R
›››Um0,m1,m21,µ,R ptq›››2
E´δ
dt À
ż
R
›››p1´ X1qpA´ pτ ` iµqq´1´m1V pm2q1 pτ ` iµq›››2
E´δ
dτ
À
ż
R
›››V pm2q1 pτ ` iµq›››2
E δ
dτ À }U0}2E δ dτ.
For j “ 0 we use (3.2). This costs a derivative but improves the decay of W0, so that we similarly
obtain ż
R
›››Um0,m1,m20,µ,R ptq›››2
E´δ
À }pA´ iqU0}2E δ .
The end of the proof follows the usual strategy. There exists C ě 0 (which does not depend on U0,
µ ą 0 or R ě 1) and t0 P r0, 1s (which depends on U0) such that›››Um0,m1,m2j,µ,R pt0q›››
E´δ
ď C ››pA´ iq1´jU0››E δ .
Then we check that for t ě 1 and s P rt0, ts we have
B
Bs
´
e´ipt´sqAUm0,m1,m2j,µ,R psq
¯
“ ´µe´ipt´sqAUm0,m1,m2j,µ,R psq ` ie´ipt´sqApA´ pτ ` iµqqUm0,m1,m2j,µ,R psq.
As above we can check thatż t
0
›››› BBs ´e´ipt´sqAUm0,m1,m2j,µ,R psq¯
››››2
E´δ
dt À ››pA´ iq1´jU0››2E δ .
Since for t ě 1 we have
Um0,m1,m2j,µ,R ptq “ e´ipt´t0qAUm0,m1,m2j,µ,R pt0q `
ż t
t0
B
Bs
´
e´ipt´sqAUm0,m1,m2j,µ,R psq
¯
ds,
we obtain ›››Um0,m1,m2j,µ,R ptq›››
E´δ
À 〈t〉 12 ››pA´ iq1´jU0››E δ .
This proves that for m P N, δ ą m` 12 and R ě 1 we have
}p1´ X1qUj,µ,Rptq}E´δ À 〈t〉
1
2
´m ››pA´ iq1´jU0››E δ . (3.4)
Taking the limit R Ñ 8 gives the first estimate when γ P N ` 12 and δ ą γ ` 1. The case γ ě 12
follows by interpolation. Up to now, everything holds with E replaced by H, so we have proved
the last statement of the proposition for p1´X1qUj,µ. In the (weighted) energy space(s), we obtain
the estimate with γ ě 0 and δ ą 0 by interpolation between (3.4) (applied with m large and
δm P
‰
m ` 12 ,m ` 1
“
) and the trivial bound }Uj,µptq}E ď }U0}E . The estimates on Uj,µ,8,R are
proved similarly, except that with the cut-off θ8 we do not have to worry about low frequencies.
Moreover we do not use any weight (see the second statement of Theorem 1.5) so we have polynomial
decay at any order. 
After Proposition 3.2, it remains to estimate X1Uj,µ,0ptq. In fact we estimate Uj,µ,0ptq. For this
we estimates separately the contributions of the different terms in the developpement of R˜apzq given
by Theorem 1.6. Using Proposition 1.7, we first estimate the terms involving the heat resolvent.
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Figure 1. Contour of integration for low frequencies.
Proposition 3.3. Let j, k P N, βx P Nd with |βx| ď 1 and δ ą d2 ` j. Then there exists C ě 0 such
that for µ ą 0 and t ą 0 we have››››ż
R
e´itτθ0pτqzj`k 〈x〉´δ Bβx
`
Λ´ iaΥz˘´1´j 〈x〉´δ dτ››››
LpL2pΩqqq
ď Ct´ d2´k´|βx|,
where z stands for τ ` iµ.
Remark 3.4. There exists a constant C˜ which does not depend on a and Υ and such that the
constant C of the Proposition is of the form C “ C˜paΥq d2`k´1`|βx|. This confirms the observation
that the decay is slow when the absorption is strong.
Proof of Proposition 3.3. Let µ ą 0. For t ą 0 we denote by Iµptq P LpL2pRdqq the integral which
appears in the statement of the proposition. For z P Czp´iR`q we set
F pzq “ θ0
`
Repzq˘zj`k 〈x〉´δ Bβx`Λ´ iaΥz˘´1´j 〈x〉´δ .
This defines a function on Czp´iR`q which vanishes outside
`s ´ 3, 3r`iR˘zp´iR`q. Moreover F is
holomophic on
`s ´ 2, 2r`iR˘zp´iR`q, so for ε Ps0, 1r we have
etµIµptq “
ż
Γµ,ε
e´itzF pzq dz,
where Γµ,ε is the contour described by Figure 1. In particular, for |Repzq| ą ε the curve is
parametrized by a function ζ : s ÞÑ s ` iφpsq, where φ P C8pRq is equal to -1 on r´1, 1s and
equal to µ on Rzr´2, 2s. For l P N we have
pitql
ż 3
s“1
e´itζpsqF
`
ζpsq˘ζ 1psq ds “ lÿ
q“1
pitql´qe´itζp1q
ˆ
1
ζ 1psq
d
ds
˙q´1
F pζpsqq
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
s“1
`
ż 3
s“1
e´itζpsq d
ds
ˆ
1
ζ 1psq
d
ds
˙l´1
F pζpsqq ds.
Since ζp1q “ 1 ´ i, the sum decays exponentially in time. The integral on the right is bounded
uniformly in µ ą 0, so we obtain polynomial decay at any order and uniformly in µ ą 0 for the
integral of the left-hand side. We estimate similarly the contribution of s P r´3,´1s. On the other
hand we have ›››››
ż 1
|s|“ε
e´itζpsqF
`
ζpsq˘ζ 1psq ds››››› “ Ope´tq,
uniformly in µ ą 0 (in fact this part does not depend on µ) and ε Ps0, 1s (we can use Proposition
1.7). It remains to consider the part of Γµ,γ,ε in tRepzq ď εu. By the second statement in Proposition
1.7, F pzq is of size op|z|´1q in a neighborhood of 0 in Czp´iR˚` q, so the integral over the half circle
of radius ε goes to 0 as ε goes to 8. It remains to estimateż 1
σ“0
e´tσ lim
εÑ0 }F pε´ iσq ´ F p´ε´ iσq}LpL2pRdqq dσ.
By Proposition 1.7 we have
lim
εÑ0 }F pε´ iσq ´ F p´ε´ iσq}LpL2pRdqq À paΥσq
d
2
`k´1`|βx|,
so the conclusion follows after integration. 
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Remark 3.5. When j “ k “ 0 we are dealing with the resolvent of the heat equation, and the
proposition gives a decay at rate O
`
t´ d2´|βx|
˘
. We recall that the kernel for the heat equation (1.12)
is given by
Kheatpt, xq “
ˆ
aΥ
4pit
˙ d
2
e´
aΥ|x|2
4t .
We can check that even with a compactly supported weight χpxq, the operator
χpxqe´ tΛaΥχpxq
decays as t´ d2 (up to a multiplicative constant) in LpL2pRdqq. Moreover
∇Kheatpt, xq “ paΥq
d
2
`1
p4pitq d2
x
2t
e´
aΥ|x|2
4t ,
so the size of ∇e´ tΛaΥ decays as t´ d`12 , but χpxq∇e´ tΛaΥχpxq decays as t´ d2´1. Thus, at least for
j “ k “ 0, the result of Proposition 3.3 is sharp. This implies in particular that the estimate of
Theorem 1.1 is sharp.
Now we estimate the contribution of the rest R˜a,M pzq given in Theorem 1.6.
Proposition 3.6. Let M P N, βx P Nd with |βx| ď 1 and βt P t0, 1u. Let ε ą 0 and δ ą d´ε2 . Then
there exists C ě 0 such that for µ ą 0 and t ě 0 we have››››ż
R
e´itτθ0pτqzβt 〈x〉´δ BβxR˜a,M pzq 〈x〉´δ dτ
››››
LpL2pΩqqq
ď Ct´
´
M`1` d
2
` |βx|
2
`βt´ε
¯
,
where z stands for τ ` iµ.
Proof. We write d` |βx| “ 2pσ ´ θq where σ P N˚ and θ P
 
0, 12
(
. Let ν “ M ` βt ` σ. We denote
by I˜µptq the integral which appears in the statement of the proposition. After partial integrations
as in the proof of Proposition 3.2 we obtain
etµpitqν I˜µptq “
ż
R
e´itzfνpzq dτ
where
fνpzq “ d
ν
dτν
´
θ0pτqzβt 〈x〉´δ BβxR˜a,M pzq 〈x〉´δ
¯
.
As usual, z stands for τ ` iµ. By Theorem 1.6 applied with s “ d´ε2 we have
}fµpτq}LpL2pRdqq À |τ |´θ´
ε
2 and
››f 1νpτq››LpL2pRdqq À |τ |´1´θ´ ε2 .
By interpolation (see for instance Lemma 6.3 in [KR]) we obtain
etµtν
›››I˜µptq›››LpL2pRdqq À tθ`ε´1,
which concludes the proof. 
Now we can finish the proofs of Theorem 1.1 and 1.3.
End of the proof of Theorem 1.3. For the proof of Theorem 1.3 we estimate U0,µptq. Since the weight
is as strong as we wish, the contribution of high frequencies decays polynomially at any order and
can be considered as a rest. We have to estimate U0,µ,0. By Proposition 3.6, the contribution of
R˜a,M for low frequencies is also a rest. Moreover, for the time derivative, the term Id which appears
in the lower left coefficient of (1.21) is holomorphic so its contribution also decays polynomially at
any order. It remains the first terms in the developpement given by Theorem 1.6. By Proposition
3.3, these contributions satisfy the properties of the functions uheat,k as given in Theorem 1.3. We
only focus on the first term
u˜heat,0 “
ż
R
eitzθ0pτq
`
Λ´ iaΥz˘´1PωpiΘau0 ` u1q.
As in the proof of Proposition 3.2, we can check that
u˜heat,0 “
ż
R
eitz
`
Λ´ iaΥz˘´1PωpiΘau0 ` u1q `Opt´8q. (3.5)
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By Lemma 2.9 we have PωΘa “ aΥPBω, so the first term of (3.5) is the solution of (1.12), as given
in (1.13). This concludes the proof of the theorem. 
In Theorem 1.3 we do not worry about the weight which defines the local energy, and we consider
the solution u itself and not only its derivatives. This is not the case in Theorem 1.1 where we prove
an estimate in the energy space and with a sharp weight. In [Roy] we proved a result in the spirit
of the Hardy inequality, which we now generalize for our wave guide.
Lemma 3.7. Let δ ą 12 and σ ă δ ´ 1. Then there exists C ě 0 such that for u P C80 pΩq we have
}〈x〉σ u}L2pΩq ď C
›››〈x〉δ∇u›››
L2pΩq
.
The interest of this result is that the norm on the right is controlled by the weighted energy. This
has a cost in terms of the weight, but we will use this result for the contributions of terms which
have a better weight than needed.
Proof. We first observe that Lemma 4.1 in [Roy] was proved for d ě 3 and δ ě 0, but the same
result holds with the same proof if d ě 1 and δ ą 12 . Now let u P C80 pΩq. For y P ω we have
}〈x〉σ up¨, yq}2L2pRdq À
›››〈x〉δ∇xup¨, yq›››2
L2pRdq
ď
›››〈x〉δ∇up¨, yq›››2
L2pRdq
.
The result follows after integration over y P ω. 
End of the proof of Theorem 1.1. For the proof of Theorem 1.1 we estimate U1,µ. The contribution
of high frequencies is given by Proposition 3.2 applied with γ “ d2 ` 1. Let δ1 P
‰
d
2 , δ ´ 1
“
. For the
contribution of low frequencies, we apply Theorem 1.6 and Propositions 3.3 and 3.6 with M “ 0
and δ1 instead of δ. Since we only estimate the derivatives of the solution, this gives a term whose
derivatives with respect to x and t decay as t´ d2´1 and a rest which decays faster. For the derivatives
with respect to y, we proceed similarly with M “ 1. We have ∇yP0,0 “ 0 and ∇yP1,1 “ 0. The
term corresponding to pk, jq “ p1, 0q decays as t´ d2´1 and the rest decays faster. In the end we have
an estimate of the form
}U0,µ,0}E´δ1 À 〈t〉´
d
2
´1 }U0}Hδ1 .
We finally use Lemma 3.7 to obtain
}U0,µ,0}E´δ1 À 〈t〉´
d
2
´1 }U0}E δ .
This concludes the proof. 
The rest of the paper is devoted to the proofs of all the resolvent estimates which have been used
in this section.
4. Separation of the spectrum with respect to the transverse operator
In this section we begin our spectral analysis by studying the spectrum and the resolvent estimates
for the operator Hα defined by (1.18)-(1.19). In (1.26) we have written Hα as the sum of the usual
selfadjoint Laplace operator Λ on Rd and the dissipative operator Tα on the compact section ω. We
could use abstract results (see for instance §XIII.9 in [RS79]) to show that the spectrum of Hα is
σpHαq “ σpΛq ` σpTαq “
ÿ
kPN
λkpαq ` R`. (4.1)
For instance when α ą 0 we obtain a sequence of half-lines in the lower half-plane.
However this does not give enough information on the resolvent outside the spectrum. Our pur-
pose here is to show that for ζ outside σpHαq we can in some sense neglect the contributions of the
transverse eigenvalues for which Repλkpαqq " ζ (those for which dpζ, λkpαq ` R`q " 1). The idea
is to control globally these contributions even if we do not control their number and the lack of
self-adjointness. Then it will be possible to write a sum which looks like (1.27) but with only a finite
number of terms. With such an expression available, it will be easy to deduce precise properties for
the resolvent. The problem is that for Repζq " 1 there will be more and more terms in the sum, so
this idea will be mostly used for intermediate and low frequencies. The main result of this section
will be Proposition 4.6.
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Let R1, R2 ą 0 and
G “ tζ P C : Repζq ă R1, |Impζq| ă R2u . (4.2)
We assume that BG X σpTαq “ H, which is the case for R1 outside a countable subset of R and R2
large enough. Let
SωGpαq “ σpTαq X G and SΩG pαq “ SωGpαq ` R`. (4.3)
To simplify the notation, we will not always write explicitely the dependance on α for the quantities
which appear in this section.
Since Tα has discrete spectrum it is possible to define a spectral localization on G by means of a
Cauchy integral. We define
PG “ ´ 1
2ipi
ż
BG
pTα ´ σq´1 dσ P LpL2pωqq, (4.4)
and FG “ RanpPGq.
Proposition 4.1. The operator PG is well defined and satisfies the following properties.
(i) PG is a projection on FG.
(ii) FG is invariant by Tα.
(iii) The spectrum of Tα|FG is SωG .
(iv) FG is of finite dimension.
(v) PG extends to a bounded operator from H1pωq1 to H1pωq.
Proof. Let γ ą 0 be given by Proposition 2.7. For R ą γ we set GR “ GXtRepzq ě ´Ru and define
PRG as PG with BG replaced by BGR. Then we set FRG “ RanpPRG q. We apply Theorem III.6.17 in
[Kat80]. We obtain properties analogous to (i)-(iii) for PRG . Moreover, since S
ω
G only contains a
finite number of eigenvalues of finite multiplicities for Tα, F
R
G is of finite dimension. And finally P
R
G
extends to a bounded operator in LpH1pΩq1, H1pΩqq by Lemma 2.8.
It only remains to see that since SωG is contained in the sector (2.11), the projection P
R
G does not
depend on R and goes to PG in LpL2pΩqq. For this last point, we use the resolvent identity`
T˜α ´ ps` iR2q
˘´1 ´ `T˜α ´ ps´ iR2q˘´1 “ 2iR2`T˜α ´ ps` iR2q˘´1`T˜α ´ ps´ iR2q˘´1.
By Lemma 2.8 this is of size Ops´2q in LpL2pΩqq when sÑ ´8. This concludes the proof. 
Since FG is of finite dimension, it is quite easy to study the resolvent of Tα on FG . There exist
λ1, . . . , λN P SωG and a basis
BG “
`
ϕj,k
˘
1ďjďN
0ďkďνj
of FG (withN P N and νj P N for all j P J1, NK) such that the matrix of Tα|FG reads diag `Jν1pλ1q, . . . , JνN pλN q˘
where for j P J1, NK the matrix Jνj pλjq is a Jordan bloc of size pνj ` 1q and associated to the eigen-
value λj . Thus for j P J1, NK we have `
Tα ´ λj
˘
ϕj,0 “ 0,
and
@k P J1, νjK, `Tα ´ λj˘ϕj,k “ ϕj,k´1.
Now we extend the operator PG P LpL2pωqq as an operator on LpL2pΩqq as we did for Pω: given
u P L2pΩq, we denote by PGu P L2pΩq the function which satisfies pPGuqpx, ¨q “ PG
`
upx, ¨q˘ for
almost all x P Rd.
Lemma 4.2. Let u P L2pΩq. Then there exist unique functions uj,k P L2pRdq for j P J1, NK and
k P J0, νjK such that
PGu “
Nÿ
j“1
νjÿ
k“0
uj,k b ϕj,k.
Moreover there exists a constant CG which does not depend on u such that
C´1G
Nÿ
j“1
νjÿ
k“0
}uj,k}2L2pRdq ď }PGu}2L2pΩq ď CG
Nÿ
j“1
νjÿ
k“0
}uj,k}2L2pRdq .
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This statement can be seen as a partial Riesz basis property. This is in fact trivial since we
are on a finite dimensional space. Our main purpose will then be to show that, as long as we are
interested in low or intermediate frequencies, it is indeed enough to consider the projection on this
finite dimensional space FG .
Proof of Lemma 4.2. For almost all x P Rd we have upx, ¨q P L2pωq. For such an x, PGupx, ¨q belongs
to FG an can be decomposed with respect to the basis BG , which defines almost everywhere on Rd
the functions uj,k for j P J1, NK and k P J0, νjK. Since FG is of finite dimension, we can find a
constant CG ě 1 which does not depend on u or x and such that
C´1G
Nÿ
j“1
νjÿ
k“0
|uj,kpxq|2 ď }PGupx, ¨q}2L2pωq ď CG
Nÿ
j“1
νjÿ
k“0
|uj,kpxq|2 .
The result follows after integration over x P Rd. 
For ζ P GzSΩG and u P L2pΩq we set
RGpζqu “
Nÿ
j“1
νjÿ
k“0
kÿ
l“0
p´1ql`Λ´ ζ ` λj˘´1´k`luj,k b ϕj,l. (4.5)
Proposition 4.3. For ζ P GzSΩG we have
pHα ´ ζqRGpζq “ PG .
Moreover RGpζq extends to an operator in LpH1pΩq1, H1pΩqq and if K is a compact subset of GzSΩG
then there exists C ě 0 such that for ζ P K we have
}RGpζq}LpH1pΩq1,H1pΩqq ď C.
Proof. For j P J1, NK we can write
pHα ´ zq “
`
Λ´ ζ ` λj
˘` `Tα ´ λj˘.
Then the first statement follows from a straightforward computation. Then we use Lemma 4.2,
standard estimates for the self-adjoint operator Λ and the fact that RGpζq “ PGRGpζqPG to obtain
the required estimate. 
The following lemma is quite standard and can be proved by using the spectral measure for the
selfadjoint operator Λ:
Lemma 4.4. Let Γ be the boundary of a domain of the form
G˜ “ tz P C : Repzq ą ´R0,´R´ ă Impzq ă R`u ,
with R0, R´, R` ą 0. Then for u P L2pRdq we have
´ 1
2ipi
ż
Γ
pΛ´ ζq´1u dζ “ u. (4.6)
In order to convert the properties of the integrals of Tα and Λ on some suitable contours into
properties for the resolvent of the full operator Hα, we will use the following resolvent identity:
pHα ´ ζq´1pTα ´ σq´1 “ pTα ´ σq´1pΛ´ ζ ` σq´1 ´ pHα ´ ζq´1pΛ´ ζ ` σq´1. (4.7)
This equality relies on the fact that the operators Hα, Λ and Tα (all seen as operators on L
2pΩq)
commute. We have already studied the integral over σ P BG of the first and last terms. For the first
term of the right-hand side we define for ζ P G
BGpζq “ 1
2ipi
ż
BG
pTα ´ σq´1pΛ´ ζ ` σq´1 dσ. (4.8)
Proposition 4.5. The map ζ ÞÑ BGpζq P LpH1pΩq1, H1pΩqq is well defined and holomorphic on G.
Moreover if K is a compact subset of G then there exists CK such that for ζ P K we have
}BGpζq}LpH1pΩq1,H1pΩqq ď CK .
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Proof. It is clear that the contribution of the vertical segment in the integral (4.8) satisfies the
conclusion of the proposition. The contribution of the two horizontal half-lines can be written as
follows:ż R1
s“´8
2iR2
`
Tα ´ ps` iR2q
˘´1`
Tα ´ ps´ iR2q
˘´1`
Λ´ ζ ` ps` iR2q
˘´1
ds
`
ż R1
s“´8
2iR2
`
Tα ´ ps´ iR2q
˘´1`
Λ´ ζ ` ps` iR2q
˘´1`
Λ´ ζ ` ps´ iR2q
˘´1
ds.
With Lemma 2.8 and the standard analogous estimates for Λ we see that these integrals are well
defined as operators in LpH1pΩq1, H1pΩqq and are uniformly bounded as long as ζ stays in a compact
subset of G. 
With all the results of this section we finally obtain the following proposition.
Proposition 4.6. We have
σpHαq X G “ SΩG X G
and for ζ P GzσpHαq we have
pHα ´ ζq´1u “ RGpζqu` BGpζqu, (4.9)
where RG and BG are defined by (4.5) and (4.8).
Thus on G we have written the resolvent of Hα as the sum of the resolvent on a finite-dimensional
subspace (with respect to y) and a holomorphic function (both depend on G).
On the other hand, we notice that the first statement holds for G as large as we wish, so we have
recovered (4.1).
Proof. Let ζ P GzσpHαq Ă GzSΩG and σ P BG. We have in particular σ R σpTαq and ζ ´ σ R R` “
σpΛq. By Proposition 4.3, the resolvent identity (4.7) and Lemma 4.4 we have
RGpζqu “ pHα ´ ζq´1PGu “ ´ 1
2ipi
ż
BG
pHα ´ ζq´1pTα ´ σq´1u dσ
“ 1
2ipi
pHα ´ ζq´1
ż
BG
pΛ´ ζ ` σq´1u dσ ´ 1
2ipi
ż
BG
pTα ´ σq´1pΛ´ ζ ` σq´1u dσ
“ pHα ´ ζq´1u´ BGpζqu.
This gives the second statement. Since the right-hand side of (4.9) is holomorphic on GzSΩG , the
left-hand side extends to a holomorphic function on GzSΩG . This implies that GzSΩG Ă GzσpHαq,
and concludes the proof. 
The family of operators α ÞÑ Hα is holomorphic of type B in the sense of Kato [Kat80]. By
continuity of the resolvent pHα ´ ζq´1 with respect to α we obtain the following conclusion.
Corollary 4.7. Let K1 and K2 be compact subsets of C such that K2 Ă GzSΩG pαq for all α P K1.
Then there exists C ě 0 such that for α P K1 and ζ P K2 we have››pHα ´ ζq´1››LpH1pΩq1,H1pΩqq ď C.
5. Contribution of intermediate frequencies
In this section we prove Theorem 1.4. This is now a simple consequence of the preliminary work
of Sections 2 and 4.
Proof of Theorem 1.4. Let τ P Rz t0u. For µ Ps0, 1s, z “ τ ` iµ and U “ pu, vq P H we have by
(1.21)
pA´ zq´1U “
ˆ
R˜apzqpiΘa ` zqu` R˜apzqv
u` R˜apzqpizΘa ` z2qu` zR˜apzqv
˙
,
and hence ››pA´ zq´1U››
E
ď
›››∇R˜apzqpiΘa ` zqu›››
L2pΩq
`
›››∇R˜apzqv›››
L2pΩq
`
›››u` R˜apzqpizΘa ` z2qu›››
L2pΩq
`
›››zR˜apzqv›››
L2pΩq
.
(5.1)
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By Corollary 4.7 there exists C ě 0 which depends on τ but not on µ Ps0, 1s or U P H such that›››∇R˜apzqv›››
L2pΩq
`
›››zR˜apzqv›››
L2pΩq
ď C }v}L2pΩq .
For the first term in (5.1) we write
∇R˜apzqpiΘa ` zqu “ 1
z
∇u´ 1
z
∇R˜apzq∆˜u
(we recall that ∆˜ was defined after (2.1)). Then by Corollary 4.7›››∇R˜apzqpiΘa ` zqu›››
L2pΩq
À }∇u} `
›››R˜apzq›››LpH1pΩq1,H1pΩqq }∇u} À }∇u} .
Similarly ›››u` R˜apzqpizΘa ` z2qu›››
L2pΩq
“
›››R˜apzq∆˜u›››
L2pΩq
À }∇u}L2pΩq ,
and finally there exists C ě 0 which does not depend on µ Ps0, 1s or U P H and such that››pA´ zq´1U››
E
ď C }U}E .
Since H is dense in E , this proves that››pA´ zq´1››LpE q ď C.
But the size of the resolvent blows up near the spectrum, so τ belongs to the resolvent set of A,
which means that the resolvent pA´ τq´1 is well defined in LpE q. It only remains to check as above
that this resolvent also defines a bounded operator on H. 
Remark 5.1. The computation of the proof holds for z replaced by τ , so for τ P Rz t0u and U “
pu, vq P H we have
pA´ τq´1U “
ˆ
1
τ u´ 1τ R˜apτq∆˜u` R˜apτqv´R˜apτq∆˜u` τR˜apτqv
˙
. (5.2)
6. Contribution of low frequencies
We now consider the contribution of low frequencies. For this we have to study the first eigenvalue
of the transverse operator.
Proposition 6.1. There exist a neighborhood V of 0 in C and r ą 0 such that for all α P V the set
G defined as in (4.2) with R1 “ R2 “ r contains exactly one eigenvalue λ0pαq of Tα. Moreover this
eigenvalue is algebraically simple, depends holomorphically on α P V, and we have
dλ0
dα
p0q “ ´iΥ.
We recall that Υ was defined in (1.11).
Proof. The first eigenvalue of T0 is 0 and this eigenvalue is algebraically simple, the eigenvectors
being the non-zero constant functions. In particular there exists r ą 0 such that 0 is the only
eigenvalue of T0 in G defined as in (4.2) with R1 “ R2 “ r. The family of operators a ÞÑ Tα is
a holomorphic family of operators of type B in the sense of [Kat80, §VII.4.2], so according to the
perturabation results in [Kat80, §VII.1.3], there exist a neighborhood V of 0 and a holomorphic
function λ0 : V Ñ G such that for all α P V the operator Tα has a unique eigenvalue λ0pαq in G
and this eigenvalue is simple. Moreover the application α ÞÑ PGpαq (see (4.4)) is holomorphic and is
the projection on the line spanned by the eigenvectors corresponding to this eigenvalue. We denote
by ϕ0 the constant function equal to |ω|´1{2 everywhere on ω. Then T0ϕ0 “ 0 and }ϕ0}L2pωq “ 1.
Then, choosing V smaller if necessary, ϕα :“ PGpαqϕ0 is not zero, depends holomorphically on α
and satisfies Tαϕα “ λ0pαqϕα for all α P V. Thus for all α P V we have
}∇yϕα}2L2pωq ´ iα
ż
Bω
|ϕα|2 “ λ0pαq }ϕα}2L2pωq .
We take the derivative of this equality with respect to α P R at point α “ 0. Since λ0p0q “ 0,
}ϕ0} “ 1, ∇yϕ0 “ 0 and |ϕ0|2 “ |ω|´1 everywhere on ω and hence on Bω, we obtain the expected
value for λ10p0q. 
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Let V, r and G be given by Proposition 6.1. Let U be a neighborhood of 0 such that az P V for
all z P U . we denote by Pz the projection defined as in (4.4) with Tα replaced by Taz. We similarly
denote by Bpzq the operator defined as in (4.8). Choosing U smaller if necessary, we can assume
that |λ0pazq| ď r2 for all z P U . Then Pz can also be written as
Pz “ ´ 1
2ipi
ż
|σ|“r
pTaz ´ σq´1 dσ. (6.1)
The application z ÞÑ Pz is holomorphic with values in LpH1pωq1, H1pωqq. We denote by P pmq0 P
LpH1pωq1, H1pωqq, m P N, the derivatives of z ÞÑ Pz at point 0.
By proposition 4.6 we have on L2pΩq
Rapzq “
`
Λ` λ0pazq ´ z2
˘´1
Pz ` Bpzq. (6.2)
We set
ηpzq “ ´λ0pazq ` iaΥz ´ z
2
z2
.
By Proposition 6.1, η extends to a holomorphic function on U . Using the resolvent identity between`
Λ´ iaΥz ´ z2ηpzq˘´1 and `Λ´ iaΥz˘´1 we can check by induction on M P N that`
Λ` λ0pazq ´ z2
˘´1 “ Mÿ
k“0
z2kηpzqk`Λ´ iaΥz˘´1´k (6.3)
` z2pM`1qηpzqM`1`Λ´ iaΥz˘´1´M`Λ´ iaΥz ´ z2ηpzq˘´1.
For k P J0,MK we can write ηpzqk “ řM´kl“0 ηk,lzl` zM´k`1η˜kpzq where ηk,0, . . . , ηk,M´k are complex
numbers and η˜k is holomorphic. We also have Pz “ řMl“0 P plq0 zl{l! ` zM`1P˜M pzq where P˜M :
U Ñ LpH1pωq1, H1pωqq is holomorphic. Thus we obtain (1.23) where R˜a,M pzq is the sum of the
holomorphic function Bpzq and a linear combination of terms of the form
zl
`
Λ´ iaΥz˘´k1`Λ´ iaΥz ´ z2ηpzq˘´k2P˜ pzq,
where P˜ : U Ñ LpH1pωq1, H1pωqq is holomorphic and l, k1, k2 P N are such that k1 ` k2 ě 1 and
l ´ k1 ´ k2 ěM . Moreover for all k P J0,MK we have
Pk,k “ ηk,0P0 “ ηp0qkP0,
so the statement about Pk,k in Theorem 1.6 holds with σ “ ηp0q.
The estimate of R˜a,M pzq in Theorem 1.6 is a consequence of the following proposition.
Proposition 6.2. Let k1, k2 P N with k1 ` k2 ě 1, s P
“
0, d2
“
, δ ą s and βx P Nd be such that
|βl| ď 1. For z P C` we set
T pzq “ 〈x〉´δ Bβx`Λ´ iaΥz˘´k1`Λ´ iaΥz ´ z2ηpzq˘´k2 〈x〉´δ P LpRdq.
Then for m P N there exists C ě 0 such that for z P C` X U we have›››T pmqpzq›››
LpRdq
ď C
´
1` |z|´k1´k2´m`s` |βx|2
¯
.
Proof. The derivative T pmqpzq can be written as a sum of terms of the form
hpzq 〈x〉´δ Bβx`Λ´ iaΥz˘´k1´m1`Λ´ iaΥz ´ z2ηpzq˘´k2´m2 〈x〉´δ (6.4)
where m1,m2 P N are such that m1 `m2 ď m and h is a holomophic function. We use the same
scaling argument as in [BR14, Roy] (in a much simpler version). For z P C` and a function u on Rd
we define Φzu by
pΦzuqpxq “ |z| d4 u
` |z| 12 x˘.
The dilation Φz is unitary as an operator on L
2pRdq, but for p P r1,`8s we have on LppRdq
}Φz}LpLppRdqq “ |z|
d
4
´ d
2p . (6.5)
Let
ν “ k1 `m1 ` k2 `m2 ´ |βx|
2
and σ “ minps, νq.
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We have `
Λ´ iaΥz˘´1 “ |z|´1 Φz`Λ´ iaΥzˆ˘´1Φ´1z
(where zˆ stands for z{ |z|) and`
Λ´ iaΥz ´ z2ηpzq˘´1 “ |z|´1 Φz`Λ´ iaΥzˆ ´ zzˆηpzq˘´1Φ´1z .
For any θ P R the two resolvents on the right are in LpHθ´1, Hθ`1q uniformly for z P C` X U (we
can choose U smaller if necessary). On the other hand we have
Bβx “ |z| |βx|2 ΦzBβxΦ´1z ,
so (6.4) is equal to
z´νhpzq 〈x〉´δ ΦzBβx
`
Λ´ iaΥzˆ˘´k1´m1`Λ´ iaΥzˆ ´ zzˆηpzq˘´k2´m2Φ´1z 〈x〉´δ .
We have the Sobolev embeddings Lpr Ă H´σ and Hσ Ă Lpl where pl “ 2dd´2σ and pr “ 2dd`2σ .
Moreover 〈x〉´δ P LpLpl , L2q X LpL2, Lprq, so with (6.5) we get
}T pzq}LpL2pRdqq À |z|σ´ν .
It only remains to recall that σ is equal to ν or s to conclude. 
Now we estimate the terms which only contain powers of the heat resolvent. We first remark that
the second statement of Proposition 1.7 is a consequence of Proposition 6.2. For the first estimate
we use the the explicit kernel of the heat equation.
Proof of Proposition 1.7.(i). For ` P N˚ and ζ P C` we denote by K`pζq the kernel of pΛ´ ζ2q´`:
K`pζ;xq “ 1p2piqd
ż
Rd
ei〈x,ξ〉
p|ξ|2 ´ ζ2q`dξ.
Let κ0 ą 0, κ Ps0, κ0s and x P Rd. By [Mel95, §1.5] we have for r ą 0 small enough
K˜`pκ;xq :“ lim
ζÑκK`pζ;xq ´ limζÑ´κK`pζ;xq
“ 1p2piqd
ż
θPSd´1
ż
|σ´κ|“r
eiσ〈x,θ〉
σd´1
pσ2 ´ κ2q` dσ dθ,
where Sd´1 is the unit sphere in Rd. For σ in a neighborhood of κ, θ P Sd´1 and x P Rd we set
fpσq “ σd´1pσ`κq` and F pσ, θ, xq “ eiσ〈x,θ〉fpσq. Then by the residue theorem we obtain
K˜`pκ;xq “ 2ipip2piqd
ż
θPSd´1
B`´1σ F pκ, θ, xq
p`´ 1q! dθ.
We have ˇˇˇ
B`´1σ F pκ, θ, xq
ˇˇˇ
À |x|`´1 κd´2`,
and hence for δ ą d2 ` `´ 1›››〈x〉´δ ´`Λ´ pκ2 ` i0q˘´` ´ `Λ´ pκ2 ´ i0q˘´`¯ 〈x〉´δ›››
LpL2pRdqq
À κd´2`. (6.6)
Now let j P J1, dK. We can check that the derivative BxjB`´1σ F pκ, θ, xq is a linear combination of
terms of the form
Tj,νpκ, θ, xq :“ θj 〈x, θ〉ν´1 eiκ〈x,θ〉f p`´1´νqpκq, for ν P J1, `´ 1K,
or
T˜j,ν˜pκ, θ, xq :“ κθj 〈x, θ〉ν˜ eiκ〈x,θ〉f p`´1´ν˜qpκq, for ν˜ P J0, `´ 1K.
It is not difficult to see that for ν P J2, `´ 1K and ν˜ P J1, `´ 1K we have
|Tj,νpκ, θ, xq| `
ˇˇˇ
T˜j,ν˜pκ, θ, xq
ˇˇˇ
À |x|`´1 κd´2``2.
For θ P Sd´1 we set θˆj “ pθ1, . . . , θj´1,´θj , θj`1, . . . , θdq P Sd´1. We haveˇˇˇˇż
θPSd´1
Tj,1pκ, θ, xq dθ
ˇˇˇˇ
ď 1
2
ż
θPSd´1
ˇˇˇ
Tj,1pκ, θ, xq ` Tj,1pκ, θˆj , xq
ˇˇˇ
dθ À |x|κd´2``2.
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We have a similar estimate for T˜j,0, so finally›››〈x〉´δ Bxj´`Λ´ pκ2 ` i0q˘´` ´ `Λ´ pκ2 ´ i0q˘´`¯ 〈x〉´δ››› À κd´2``2. (6.7)
It only remains to apply (6.6) and (6.7) with ` “ j ` 1 and κ “ ?s to conclude the proof. 
We finish this section by checking that there is no problem with low frequency if we localize away
from low frequencies with respect to the first d variables. More precisely we prove Proposition 1.8,
which was used for the proof of Theorem 1.2.
Proof of Proposition 1.8. Let r ą 0 be such that χ1 “ 1 on r0, rs. For v P L2 the result of Lemma
4.4 holds with u “ p1´ χ1qpΛqv and G˜ of the form
G˜ “ tz P C : Repzq ą r, |Impzq| ă ru .
Thus we can apply Proposition 4.6 with a domain G of the form
G “ tz P C : Repzq ă ´r, |Impzq| ă ru .
But SωGpazq “ H for z P C small enough, so z ÞÑ R˜apzqp1´χ1qpΛq is holomorphic on a neighborhood
of 0. With Proposition 2.6 this proves that z ÞÑ pA ´ zq´1 P LpH,E q Ă LpH,Hq extends to a
holomorphic function on a neighborhood of 0 (notice that χ1pΛq commutes with Rapzq and Θa).
Let χ˜1 P C80 pR, r0, 1sq be equal to 1 on a neighborhood of 0 and such that χ1 “ 1 on a neighbor-
hood of supppχ˜1q. Then we define X˜1 as we did for X1 in (1.7). Since X˜1 commutes with A we have
for all z P C`
p1´ X1qpA´ zq´1 “ p1´ X1qpA´ zq´1
`
1´ X˜1
˘
.
Since
`
1´ X˜1
˘
belongs to LpE ,Hq, this concludes the proof. 
7. Contribution of high frequencies
In this section we prove the high frequency resolvent estimates of Theorem 1.5. By (4.1), if τ2
is close to the spectrum of Haτ there exists λ P σpTaτ q and r ě 0 such that τ2 is close to λ ` r.
We deal separately with the contributions of the different pairs pλ, rq. Those for which r is small
compared to τ2, and those for which r is large itself.
7.1. Contribution of large transverse eigenvalues. If τ2 is large and r is small, then λ has to
be large. The good properties for the resolvent in this case come from the fact that the eigenvalues
of Taτ close to τ
2 are far from the real axis and, even if Taτ is not self-adjoint, we have the expected
corresponding estimate for the resolvent. The following result is a direct consequence of Theorem
1.9:
Proposition 7.1. There exist τ0 ě 1, γ ą 0 and c ě 0 such that for τ ě τ0 and ζ P C which satisfyˇˇ
Repζ ´ τ2qˇˇ ď γτ2 and Impζq ě ´γτ
the resolvent pTaτ ´ ζq´1 is well defined and we have››pTaτ ´ ζq´1››LpL2pωqq ď cτ .
As already explained, we cannot use the results of Section 4 to obtain uniform estimates for high
frequencies. However we use the same kind of idea in the proof of the following proposition.
Proposition 7.2. Let τ0 and γ be given by Proposition 7.1. If χ1 is supported in s´γ, γr then there
exists c ě 0 such that for τ ě τ0 we have
}χτ pΛqRapτq}LpL2pΩqq ď
c
τ
.
We recall that χτ was defined by χ1p¨{τ2q.
Proof. For τ ě τ0 we set
Gτ “
 
ζ P C : ˇˇRepζq ´ τ2 ˇˇ ď γτ2, |Impζq| ď γτ( .
The proof is based on the resolvent identity (4.7) applied with α “ aτ and ζ “ τ2, and integrated
over σ P BGτ . According to Proposition 7.1 we have Gτ X σpTaτ q “ H so
χτ pΛqRapτq
ż
BGτ
pTaτ ´ σq´1 dσ “ 0.
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In the spirit of Lemma 4.4 we can check that
´Rapτq 1
2ipi
ż
BGτ
χτ pΛq
`
Λ´ τ2 ` σ˘´1 dσ “ Rapτqχτ pΛq.
Now let
Rpτq “
ż
BGτ
pTaτ ´ σq´1χτ pΛq
`
Λ´ τ2 ` σ˘´1 dσ.
Let E be the spectral measure associated to Λ. We have
Rpτq “
ż
BGτ
pTaτ ´ σq´1
ˆż `8
0
χτ pΞq
Ξ´ τ2 ` σ dEpΞq
˙
dσ
“
ż γτ2
0
χτ pΞq
ˆż
BGτ
pTaτ ´ σq´1
Ξ´ τ2 ` σ dσ
˙
dEpΞq.
For Ξ P r0, γτ2s we set
Gτ,Ξ “
 
ζ P Gτ :
ˇˇ
Repζq ´ τ2 ` Ξˇˇ ď γτ( .
Since the function σ ÞÑ pTaτ´σq´1
Ξ´τ2`σ is holomophic on Gτ zGτ,Ξ and BGτ,Ξ is of length 8γτ we have by
Proposition 7.1››››żBGτ pTaτ ´ σq
´1
Ξ´ τ2 ` σ dσ
››››
LpL2pΩqq
“
›››››
ż
BGτ,Ξ
pTaτ ´ σq´1
Ξ´ τ2 ` σ dσ
›››››
LpL2pΩqq
À 1
τ
.
Therefore
}Rpτq}LpL2pΩqq À
1
τ
,
and we conclude with (4.7). 
7.2. Contribution of high longitudinal frequencies. If the section ω is of dimension 1, we can
prove that the first eigenvalues of Taτ go back to the real axis when the absorption coefficient aτ
goes to infinity (see Appendix B). In other words
sup
λPσpTaτ q
Repλqďτ2
Impλq ÝÝÝÝÑ
τÑ`8 0,
and hence
d
`
τ2, σpHaτ q
˘ ÝÝÝÝÑ
τÑ`8 0.
Thus we cannot expect a uniform bound for Rapτq on LpL2pΩqq when τ " 1. This is only proved
when dimpωq “ 1 but we expect that the same phenomenon occurs when dimpωq ě 2.
However, if λ P σpTaτ q is such that Repλq ă τ2 and |Impλq| ! 1 then according to Proposition 7.1
we have τ2 ´ Repλq " 1. By usual semiclassical technics we can prove estimates for the resolvent
pΛ´ pτ2 ´ λqq´1 in this case. We use the same kind of ideas for the following result.
Proposition 7.3. Let τ0 be given by Proposition 7.1. Let δ ą 12 . Then there exists c ě 0 such that
for τ ě τ0 we have ›››〈x〉´δ p1´ χτ qpΛqRapτq 〈x〉´δ›››LpL2pΩqq ď cτ .
For the proof of this and the following propositions it is convenient to rewrite the problem in the
semiclassical setting. We have defined Tα,h in (1.29). For h Ps0, 1s we set Λh “ h2Λ, Hh “ h2Ha{h
and Rh “
`
Hh ´ 1
˘´1 P LpL2pΩqq. We also denote by Rh the operator p´h2∆´ ihΘa ´ 1q´1 P
LpH1pΩq1, H1pΩqq. Then for τ ě 1 and h “ τ´1 we have
R˜apτq “ h2Rh. (7.1)
For a suitable symbol q on R2d, h Ps0, 1s and u P L2pΩq we define
Opwx,hpqqupx, yq “ 1p2pihqd
ż
x˜PRd
ż
ξPRd
e
i
h
〈x´x˜,ξ〉q
ˆ
x` x˜
2
, ξ
˙
upx˜, yq dξ dx˜.
This is a pseudo-differential operator only in the x-directions, so there is no difficulty with the fact
that Ω is bounded in the y-directions.
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Lemma 7.4. For h Ps0, 1s, f P C80 pΩq and u “ Rhf we have
a
ż
BΩ
|u|2 ` 1
a
ż
BΩ
|hBνu|2 ď 2
h
}u}L2,´δpΩq }f}L2,δpΩq .
Proof. We haveˇˇˇˇ
Im
ż
BΩ
hBνuu dx
ˇˇˇˇ
“ ´1
h
ˇˇˇ
Im 〈pHh ´ 1qu, u〉L2pΩq
ˇˇˇ
ď 1
h
}u}L2,´δpΩq }f}L2,δpΩq .
Since hBνu “ iau on BΩ we have on the other handż
BΩ
hBνuu “ ia
ż
BΩ
|u|2 “ i
a
ż
BΩ
|hBνu|2 .
The conclusion follows. 
For the proof of Proposition 7.3 we use an escape function as in [Jec04, Roy14]:
Proof of Proposition 7.3. For px, ξq P R2d we set
gpx, ξq “ p1´ χ1q2
` |ξ|2 ˘ ż `8
0
〈x´ 2θξ〉´2δ dθ
(we recall that p1´ χ1q vanishes on a neighborhood of 0). The symbol g and all its derivatives are
bounded on R2d. Moreover for px, ξq P R2d we have |ξ|2 , g(px, ξq “ d
ds
gpx` 2sξ, ξq
ˇˇˇˇ
s“0
“ p1´ χ1q2p|ξ|2q 〈x〉´2δ ,
where tp, qu is the Poisson bracket ∇ξp ¨∇xq´∇xp ¨∇ξq. Let f P C80 pΩq and uh “ Rhf . We recall
that rΛh,Opwx,hpgqs “ ´2ihOpwx,hpξ ¨ Bxgq (there is no rest) so〈
Opwx,h
` |ξ|2 , g(˘uh, uh〉
Ω
“ i
h
〈rΛh ´ 1,Opwx,hpgqsuh, uh〉Ω
“ ´2
h
Im
〈
Opwx,hpgquh, pΛh ´ 1quh
〉
Ω
“ 2
h
Im
〈
Opwx,hpgquh,´h2∆yuh
〉
Ω
`O`h´1 }f}L2,δpΩq }uh}L2,´δpΩq ˘
(we have used the fact that Opwx,hpgq defines a bounded operator on L2,´δpΩq). But〈
Opwx,hpgquh,´h2∆yuh
〉
Ω
“ ´h2
ż
BΩ
Opwx,hpgquhBνuh ` h2
ż
BΩ
Opwx,hpgqBνuhuh
` 〈´h2∆yuh,Opwx,hpgquh〉Ω ,
so according to Lemma 7.4
2
h
Im
〈
Opwx,hpgquh,´h2∆yuh
〉
Ω
“ O`h´1 }f}L2,δpΩq }uh}L2,´δpΩq ˘.
By Proposition 7.2 we have
}uh}2L2,´δ À }p1´ χ1qpΛhquh}2L2,´δ `
}f}2L2
h2
À }f}L2,δ }uh}L2,´δ
h
` h }uh}2L2,´δ `
}f}2L2
h2
,
and the conclusion follows. 
With Propositions 7.2 and 7.3 we obtain the following result:
Proposition 7.5. Let τ0 be given by Proposition 7.1. Let δ ą 12 . Then there exists c ě 0 such that
for τ ě τ0 we have ›››〈x〉´δ Rapτq 〈x〉´δ›››LpL2pΩqq ď cτ .
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7.3. Estimates for the derivatives of the resolvent. We have proved uniform estimates for
the resolvent Rapτq on L2pΩq. Now we have to deduce estimates for its derivatives. In order to
prove high frequency estimates for the powers of the resolvent of a Schro¨dinger operator, we can
use estimates in the incoming and outgoing region (see [IK85, Jen85]). Here we have to check that
this strategy works on our wave guide if we consider incoming and outgoing region with respect to
the first d variables. More important, we will have to take into account the inserted factors Θa. We
will see that if we insert an obstract operator Θ P LpH1pΩq, H1pΩq1q (or even in LpHspΩq, HspΩq1q
for some s P ‰12 , 1“), we obtain estimates which are not good enough to conclude. In order to prove
sharp estimates, we will use the fact that the inserted operator Θa is exactly (up to the factor τ)
the dissipative part in the resolvent Rapτq.
For R ě 0, d ě 0 and σ Ps ´ 1, 1r we denote by
Z˘pR, ν, σq “
!
px, ξq P Rd ˆ Rd : |x| ě R, |ξ| ě ν and ˘ 〈x, ξ〉 ě ˘σ |x| |ξ|
)
the incoming and outgoing regions in R2d » T ˚Rd. Then we denote by S˘pR, ν, σq the set of symbols
b P C8pR2dq which are supported in Z˘pR, ν, σq and such thatˇˇˇ
Bβxx Bβξξ bpx, ξq
ˇˇˇ
À 〈x〉´|βx| .
Definition 7.6. Let p P N˚, k1, . . . , kp P N˚ and k “ k1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` kp. For h Ps0, 1s we set
Ψh “ Rk1h ΘaRk2h Θa . . .ΘaRkph . (7.2)
We say that the family pRhqhPs0,1s of operators in LpL2pΩqq belongs to Rk1,...,kp if it satisfies one of
the following properties.
(i) There exists χ˜1 P C80 pR, r0, 1sq supported in s ´ γ, γr (γ being given by Proposition 7.1) such
that
Rh “ χ˜1pΛhqΨh. (7.3a)
(ii) There exists δ ą k ´ 12 such that
Rh “ 〈x〉´δ Ψh 〈x〉´δ . (7.3b)
(iii) There exist δ ą k ´ 12 , ρ ą 0, R ą 0, ν ą 0, σ´ Ps ´ 1, 1r and b´ P S´pR, ν, σ´q such that
Rh “ 〈x〉δ´k´ρ Opwx,hpb´qΨh 〈x〉´δ . (7.3c)
(iv) There exist δ ą k ´ 12 , ρ ą 0, R ą 0, ν ą 0, σ` Ps ´ 1, 1r and b` P S`pR, ν, σ`q such that
Rh “ 〈x〉´δ ΨhOpwx,hpb`q 〈x〉δ´k´ρ . (7.3d)
(v) There exist δ´, δ` P R, R ą 0, ν ą 0, σ˘ Ps ´ 1, 1r and b˘ P S˘pR, ν, σ˘q such that σ´ ă σ`
and
Rh “ 〈x〉δ´ Opwx,hpb´qΨhOpwx,hpb`q 〈x〉δ` . (7.3e)
Proposition 7.7. Let pRhq P R1. Then there exist h0 ą 0 and c ě 0 such that for h Ps0, h0s and
β1, β2 P t0, 1u we have
}Rh}LpHβ1 pΩq1,Hβ2 pΩqq ď
c
h1`β1`β2 .
Proof. ‚ We begin with the estimates in LpL2pΩqq. If pRhq is of the form (7.3a) or (7.3b), then
this is just Proposition 7.2 or 7.5 rewritten with semiclassical notation. We consider the case (7.3c).
Let ζ P C`. The operator Tα,h commutes with Λh and any pseudo-differential operator with respect
to the x variable so we can write›››〈x〉δ´1´ρ Opwx,hpb´qpHh ´ ζq´1 〈x〉´δ›››LpL2pΩqq (7.4)
ď
›››› ih
ż `8
0
〈x〉δ´1´ρ Opwx,hpb´qe´
it
h
pHh´ζq 〈x〉´δ dt
››››
LpL2pΩqq
ď 1
h
ż `8
0
›››〈x〉δ´1´ρ Opwx,hpb´qe´ ith Λh 〈x〉´δ›››LpL2pRdqq dt.
By Proposition 3.2 in [Wan88] we have›››〈x〉δ´1´ρ Opwx,hpb´qe´ ith Λh 〈x〉´δ›››LpL2pRdqq À 〈t〉´1´ρ .
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It only remains to take the limit ζ Ñ 1 to conclude after integration over t ě 0. The proof for
the cases (7.3d) and (7.3e) follow the same lines, using the second estimate of Proposition 3.2 and
Proposition 3.5 in [Wan88].
‚ Now we consider the estimates in LpL2pΩq, H1pΩqq. The domain DpHhq is invariant by pseudo-
differential operators in the x-variable with bounded symbols, so for ϕ P L2pΩq we haveRhϕ P DpHhq
and hence
}∇Rhϕ}2L2pΩq “
1
h2
Re 〈HhRhϕ,Rhϕ〉L2pΩq . (7.5)
We consider the case (7.3b). Then we have
〈HhRhϕ,Rhϕ〉L2pΩq
“
〈
rΛh, 〈x〉´δsRh 〈x〉´δ ϕ,Rhϕ
〉
`
〈
〈x〉´δ pHh ´ 1qRh 〈x〉´δ ϕ,Rhϕ
〉
` }Rhϕ}2L2pΩq
À }ϕ}
2
L2pΩq
h2
` h }Rhϕ}H1pΩq }ϕ}L2pΩq .
For h small enough we obtain
}∇Rhϕ}2 À }ϕ}
2
h4
.
We proceed similarly for the other cases. We only have to be careful with the commutators of the
form rΛh,Opwx,hpb´qs. For instance for the case (7.3c), the commutator rΛh,Opwx,hpb´qs is a pseudo-
differential operator whose symbol is supported in an incoming region and decays at least like 〈x〉´1.
Thus we can use the case (7.3b) if δ ´ 1 ´ ρ ă 12 . Then we can prove by induction on N P N the
estimate for the case (7.3c) when δ ´ 1´ ρ ă 12 `N .‚ All the estimates which we have proved have analogs if we replace Rh by its adjoint and if we
change the roles of the symbols b´ and b`. We also have to consider negative times in (7.4) and
write `
Hh˚ ´ ζ
˘´1 “ ´ i
h
ż `8
0
e
iθ
h
pH˚h´ζq dθ.
This gives for instance for b´ P S´pR, ν, σ´q›››〈x〉´δ Rh˚Opwx,hpb´q 〈x〉δ´1´ρ›››LpL2pΩqq ď ch.
We also have estimates for Rh˚ in LpL2pΩq, H1pΩqq. Taking the adjoints gives the required estimates
for Rh in LpH1pΩq1, L2pΩqq. Finally for the estimates in LpH1pΩq1, H1pΩqq we proceed as above,
estimating ϕ in H1pΩq1. 
Proposition 7.8. Let p P N˚, k1, . . . , kp P N˚ and k “ k1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` kp. Let pRhq in Rk1,...,kp. Let
β1, β2 P t0, 1u. Then there exist h0 ą 0 and c ě 0 such that for h Ps0, h0s we have
}Rh}LpHβ1 pΩq1,Hβ2 pΩqqq ď
c
hk`β1`β2 (7.6)
and for all ϕ P L2pΩq:
qa
`Rhϕ˘ ď c }ϕ}2
h2k
. (7.7)
Proof. ‚ We begin with the case p “ 1, which means that Ψh “ Rkh. We first consider the estimates
in LpL2pΩqq. If Rh is of the form (7.3a), then we write χ˜1 “ χ˜1χ˜2 . . . χ˜k where χ˜j P C80 pR, r0, 1sq is
supported in s ´ γ, γr and equal to 1 on a neighborhood of supppχ˜1q for all j P J2, kK. The operator
χ˜jpΛhq commutes with Rh for all j P J1, kK so by Proposition 7.2›››χ1pΛhqRkh›››LpL2pΩqq ď
kź
j“1
}χ˜jpΛhqRh}LpL2pΩqq À
1
hk
.
The cases (7.3b)-(7.3e) are proved by induction on k. The strategy is quite standard. We recall
the idea, which will also be used to get the general result. By proposition 7.7, we already have the
result when k “ 1, so we assume that k ě 2. Let χ0 P C80 pRdq be equal to 1 on a neighborhood
of 0. Let χ˜0 P C80 pR, r0, 1sq be equal to 1 on a neighborhood of 0. Let χ` P C80 pr´1, 1s, r0, 1sq be
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equal to 0 on a neighborhood of -1 and equal to 1 on a neighborhood of 1. Let χ´ “ 1 ´ χ` and,
for px, ξq P R2d:
β˘px, ξq “ p1´ χ0qpxqp1´ χ˜0qpξ2qχ˘
ˆ 〈x, ξ〉
|x| |ξ|
˙
.
Then β˘ belongs to S˘pR, ν, σ˘q for some R ą 0, ν ą 0 and σ˘ Ps ´ 1, 1r and we have
p1´ χ˜0qpΛhq “ Opwx,h
`
χ0pxqp1´ χ˜0pξ2qq
˘`Opwx,hpβ`q `Opwx,hpβ´q. (7.8)
Let ρ P ‰0, δ ´ k ` 12“. We have›››〈x〉´δ Rkh 〈x〉´δ›››LpL2pΩqq À ›››〈x〉´δ χ˜0pΛhqRkh 〈x〉´δ›››
`
›››〈x〉´δ Rh 〈x〉´δ››› ›››〈x〉´δ Rk´1h 〈x〉´δ›››
`
›››〈x〉´δ RhOpwx,hpβ`q 〈x〉δ´1´ρ››› ›››〈x〉1`ρ´δ Rk´1h 〈x〉´δ›››
`
›››〈x〉´δ Rh 〈x〉´δ`k´1`ρ››› ›››〈x〉δ´k`1´ρ Opwx,hpβ´qRk´1h 〈x〉´δ››› .
The last three terms are given by the product of the norm of an operator in R1 and the norm of an
operator in Rk´1, so by the case (7.3a) and the inductive assumption we get›››〈x〉´δ Rkh 〈x〉´δ›››LpL2pΩqq À 1hk .
We prove the estimate in the other cases similarly. For instance for (7.3c) we write›››〈x〉δ´k´ρ Opwx,hpb´qRkh 〈x〉´δ››› À ›››〈x〉δ´k´ρ Opwx,hpb´qχ˜0pΛhqRkh 〈x〉´δ›››
`
›››〈x〉δ´k´ρ Opwx,hpb´qRh 〈x〉´δ››› ›››〈x〉´δ Rk´1h 〈x〉´δ›››
`
›››〈x〉δ´k´ρ Opwx,hpb´qRhOpwx,hpβ`q 〈x〉δ››› ›››〈x〉´δ Rk´1h 〈x〉´δ›››
`
›››〈x〉δ´k´ρ Opwx,hpb´qRh 〈x〉k´1´δ` ρ2 ››› ›››〈x〉δ´k`1´ ρ2 Opwx,hpβ´qRk´1h 〈x〉´δ››› .
For the first term we observe that if χ˜0 is supported close enough to 0 then Op
w
x,hpb´qχ˜0pΛhq is a
pseudo-differential operator whose symbol decays like any power of h and any power of 〈x〉´1. If β`
was suitably chosen then we can conclude again by induction for the last three terms. We proceed
similarly for (7.3d) and (7.3e), which gives the estimates in LpL2pΩqq. For the general estimates in
LpHβ1pΩq1, Hβ2pΩqq we proceed as in the proof of Proposition 7.7.
‚ Now we prove (7.7) for p “ 1. Let ϕ P L2pΩq. As in (7.5) we write
qapRhϕq “ ´1
h
Im 〈pHh ´ 1qRhϕ,Rhϕ〉 . (7.9)
Then we proceed as in the proof of Proposition 7.7. For instance in the case (7.3b) we obtain
qapRhϕq À }ϕ}
hk`1
´›››“Λh, 〈x〉´δ ‰Rkh 〈x〉´δ ϕ›››` ›››〈x〉´δ Rk´1h 〈x〉´δ ϕ›››¯ À }ϕ}2h2k . (7.10)
The other cases are similar, and this concludes the proof of the proposition for p “ 1.
‚ Then we proceed by induction on p. So let p ě 2 and k7 “ k2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` kp. We consider the
estimate in LpL2pΩqq for the case (7.3b). We set R7h “ Rk2h Θa . . .ΘaRkph . We define χ˜2 as at the
beginning of the proof (χ˜0χ˜2 “ χ˜0). Since χ˜0pΛhq and the three operators in the right-hand side of
(7.8) commute with Θa we can write for ϕ,ψ P L2pΩq and ρ ą 0 small enough:〈
〈x〉´δ Rk1h ΘaR7h 〈x〉´δ ϕ,ψ
〉
“
〈
Θaχ˜2pΛhqR7h 〈x〉´δ ϕ, χ˜0pΛhqpRh˚qk1 〈x〉´δ ψ
〉
`
〈
Θa 〈x〉δ Opwx,h
`
χ0pxqp1´ χ˜0qp|ξ|2q
˘
R7h 〈x〉´δ ϕ, 〈x〉´δ pRh˚qk1 〈x〉´δ ψ
〉
`
〈
Θa 〈x〉k1`ρ´δ R7h 〈x〉´δ ϕ, 〈x〉δ´k1´ρ Opwx,hpβ`qpRh˚qk1 〈x〉´δ ψ
〉
`
〈
Θa 〈x〉δ´k
7´ρ Opwx,hpβ´qR7h 〈x〉´δ ϕ, 〈x〉k
7`ρ´δ pRh˚qk1 〈x〉´δ ψ
〉
.
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Since the form qa is non-negative we can apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality in each term. If ρ is
small enough, then (7.7) applied to Rk1h and R
7
h (and their adjoints) gives (7.6). Again, the other
cases are proved similarly.
‚ Now we prove the estimates in LpL2pΩq, H1pΩqq as we did in the proof of Proposition 7.7. We
first assume that k1 “ 1 and consider the case (7.3b). We start from (7.5). For ϕ P L2pΩq we obtain
}∇Rhϕ}2 ď 1
h2
}Rhϕ}2 ` 1
h2
›››“Λh, 〈x〉´δ ‰RhΘaR7h 〈x〉´δ ϕ››› }Rhϕ}
` 1
h2
ˇˇˇ〈
Θa 〈x〉´δ R7h 〈x〉´δ ϕ,Rhϕ
〉ˇˇˇ
.
By the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the already available estimates we get
}∇Rhϕ}2 À }ϕ}
2
h2k`2 `
}Rhϕ}H1pΩq }ϕ}
hk`1 `
1
h2
qa
´
〈x〉´δ pR7hq˚ 〈x〉´δ ϕ
¯ 1
2
qa pRhϕq 12
À }ϕ}
2
h2k`2 `
}∇Rhϕ} }ϕ}
hk`1 `
}ϕ}
hk`1 qa pRhϕq
1
2 .
On the other hand, starting from (7.9), we similarly obtain
qapRhϕq À
}Rhϕ}H1pΩq }ϕ}
hk´1 `
}ϕ}
hk
qa pRhϕq 12 .
Together, these two inequalities yield
}∇Rhϕ} À }ϕ}
hk`1 and qapRhϕq À
}ϕ}2
h2k
.
Then we finally obtain the estimates in LpH1pΩq1, L2pΩqq and LpH1pΩq1, H1pΩqq as we did in the
proof of Proposition 7.7. This concludes the proof when k1 “ 1. Then we proceed by induction
on k1, following the same idea. Notice that for k1 ě 2 we no longer have to prove the estimate on
}∇Rhϕ} and qapRhϕq simultaneously. 
Now we can finish the proof of Theorem 1.5:
Proof of Theorem 1.5. Let β1, β2 P t0, 1u. By Proposition 2.3, (7.1) and Proposition 7.8 we have for
any m P N and δ ą m` 12›››χτ pΛqR˜pmqa pτq›››LpHβ1 pΩq1,Hβ2 pΩqq ` ›››〈x〉´δ R˜pmqa pτq 〈x〉´δ›››LpHβ1 pΩq1,Hβ2 pΩqq À τβ1`β2´1. (7.11)
Let m P N and δ ą m ` 12 . We take the derivative of order m in (5.2). With (7.11) we obtain for|τ | ě 1 and U “ pu, vq P H››pA´ τq´m´1U››
E´δ À
›››〈x〉´δ∇u›››` ›››〈x〉δ ∆˜u›››
H1pΩq1
`
›››〈x〉δ v›››
L2pΩq
.
But for v P C80 pΩq we have〈
〈x〉δ ∆˜u, v
〉
“
〈
∇u,∇〈x〉δ v
〉
À
´〈
∇u, 〈x〉δ∇v
〉
`
〈
∇u, 〈x〉δ´1 v
〉¯
À
›››〈x〉δ∇u›››
L2pΩq
}v}H1pΩq ,
so ›››〈x〉δ ∆˜u›››
H1pΩq1
À
›››〈x〉δ∇u›››
L2pΩq
.
This proves that ››pA´ τq´m´1››
E´δ À
›››〈x〉δ∇u›››` ›››〈x〉δ v›››
L2pΩq
“ }U}E δ ,
which gives the first estimate of Theorem 1.5. The other estimates are proved similarly. 
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Appendix A. Spectral gap for the transverse operator
In this appendix we give a proof of Theorem 1.9. For this we will use semiclassical technics and
in particular the contradiction argument of [Leb96]. Notice that in this section we only consider
functions on ω or Rn, so without ambiguity we can simply denote by ∆ the Laplacian with respect
to the variable y.
By unique continuation, it is not difficult to see that for α P Rz t0u and h ą 0 the operator Tα,h
has no real eigenvalue. Then, if we can prove that the resolvent pTα,h ´ λq´1 for λ P R close to 1 is
of size Oph´1q, the standard perturbation argument proves that there is a spectral gap of size Ophq
and the resolvent is of size Oph´1q for λ in this region. Thus it is enough to prove Theorem 1.9 for
λ real. It is also enough to prove the result for α real, but this is less clear:
Lemma A.1. Assume that there exist h0 Ps0, 1s, γ Ps0, 1r and c ě 0 such that for h Ps0, h0s and
α, λ Ps1´ γ, 1` γr we have ››pTα,h ´ λq´1››LpL2pωqq ď ch.
Then the statement of Theorem 1.9 holds (maybe with different constants h0, γ and c).
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 2.8, we can check that for α, λ Ps1 ´ γ, 1 ` γr the resolvent
pTα,h´λq´1 extends to an operator p´h2∆´ ihΘα´λq´1 P LpH1pωq1, H1pωqq and for β1, β2 P t0, 1u
we have ››p´h2∆´ ihΘα ´ λq´1››LpHβ1 pωq1,Hβ2 pωqq À 1h1`β1`β2 . (A.1)
Let α, λ Ps1´ γ, 1` γr and s P r0, αs. In LpH1pωq, H1pωq1q we have
p´h2∆´ ihΘα´ihs ´ λq “ p´h2∆´ ihΘα ´ λq
`
1´ hp´h2∆´ ihΘα ´ λq´1Θhs
˘
.
For v P H1pωq and ϕ P H1pωq1 we haveˇˇ〈p´h2∆´ ihΘα ´ λq´1Θhsv, ϕ〉ˇˇ ď qωhspvq 12 qωhs`p´h2∆` ihΘα ´ λq´1ϕ˘ 12 ,
where the form qω is defined as q (see (2.1)) with Ω replaced by ω (we recall that Θα can be viewed
as an operator in LpH1pωq, H1pωq1q). Since s ď α we have qωhs ď qωhα. By (A.1) and an equality
analogous to (7.9) we obtainˇˇ〈p´h2∆´ ihΘα ´ λq´1Θhsv, ϕ〉ˇˇ
ď ?hs }v}H1pωq
››p´h2∆` ihΘα ´ λq´1ϕ›› 12H1pωq }ϕ} 12H1pωq1
À
?
s
h
}v}H1pωq }ϕ}H1pωq1 .
This proves that for s ě 0 small enough we have››hp´h2∆´ ihΘα ´ λq´1Θhs››LpH1pωqq ď 12 .
Then p´h2∆´ ihΘα´ihs ´ λq has an inverse in LpH1pωq1, H1pωqq and››p´h2∆´ ihΘα´ihs ´ λq´1››LpH1pωqq ď 2ch .
We can similarly add an imaginary part of size Ophq to the spectral parameter λ. 
By Lemma A.1 and by density of C80 pωq in L2pωq, it is enough to prove that there exists γ ą 0,
h0 Ps0, 1s and c ě 0 such that for h Ps0, h0s, α, λ Ps1´ γ, 1` γr and f P C80 pωq we have››pTα,h ´ λq´1f››L2pωq ď ch }f}L2pωq . (A.2)
We prove (A.2) by contradiction. If the statement is wrong, then we can find sequences phmqmPN P
s0, 1sN, pαmqmPN P RN, pλmqmPN P RN and pfmqmPN P C80 pωqN such that hm Ñ 0, αm Ñ 1, λm Ñ 1
and, if we set um “ pTαm,hm ´λmq´1fm, then }um}L2pωq “ 1 and }fm}L2pωq “ ophmq. We first notice
that by elliptic regularity we have u P C8pωq for all m P N (but we have no other uniform estimate
on um than the one in L
2pωq).
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For m P N we consider the function Ăum P L2pRnq equal to um on ω and equal to 0 outside
ω. We have }Ăum}L2pRnq “ 1 for all m. We consider a semiclassical measure for this family: after
extracting a subsequence if necessary, there exists a Radon measure µ on R2n » T ˚Rn such that for
all q P C80 pR2nq we have 〈
OpwhmpqqĂum, Ăum〉L2pRnq ÝÝÝÝÑmÑ8
ż
R2n
q dµ. (A.3)
In order to obtain a contradiction and conclude the proof of Theorem 1.9, we prove that µ ‰ 0 and
µ “ 0 (see Propositions A.4 and A.6). We first observe that since Ăum “ 0 outside ω, the measure µ
is supported in ω ˆ Rn.
Lemma A.2. We have ż
Bω
|um|2 `
ż
Bω
|hmBνum|2 ÝÝÝÝÑ
mÑ8 0.
Moreover there exists C ě 0 such that for all m P N
}hm∇um}L2pωq ď C.
Proof. Since hmBνum “ iαmum on Bω we have
}hm∇um}2L2pωq ´ iαm
ż
Bω
|um|2 ´ λm }um}2L2pωq “ 〈fm, um〉 ÝÝÝÝÑmÑ8 0.
Taking the real and imaginary parts gives the two statements of the proposition. 
Lemma A.3. Let χ P C80 pR, r0, 1sq be equal to 1 on a neighborhood of 1. Then we have〈p1´ χqp´h2m∆qĂum, Ăum〉L2pRnq ÝÝÝÝÑmÑ8 0.
Proof. For m P N large enough we can set
vm “ p1´ χqp´h2m∆qp´h2m∆´ λmq´1 Ăum P L2pRnq.
Then for θ P t0, 1, 2u there exists Cθ ě 0 such that
hθm }vm}HθpRnq ď Cθ. (A.4)
We have 〈p1´ χqp´h2m∆qĂum, Ăum〉L2pRnq “ 〈`´ h2m∆´ λm˘vm, Ăum〉L2pRnq
“ 〈`´ h2m∆´ λm˘vm, um〉L2pωq
“ ´h2m
ż
Bω
Bνvm um ` h2m
ż
Bω
vm Bνum ` 〈vm, fm〉L2pωq ,
so by the trace theoremsˇˇ〈p1´ χqp´h2m∆qĂum, Ăum〉Rn ˇˇ
ď }um}L2pBωq h2m }vm}H2pRnq ` }hmBνum}L2pBωq hm }vm}H1pRnq ` }fm}L2pωq }vm}L2pRnq .
We conclude with (A.4) and Lemma A.2. 
Proposition A.4. We have µ ‰ 0.
Proof. Let χ P C80 pR, r0, 1sq be equal to 1 on a neighborhood of 1. Let χω P C80 pRn, r0, 1sq be equal
to 1 on a neighborhood of ω. For py, ηq P R2n we set
χ˜py, ηq “ χωpyqχ
` |η|2 ˘.
By compactness of the suppport of χ˜ we haveż
R2n
χ˜ dµ “ lim
mÑ8
〈
Opwhmpχ˜qĂum, Ăum〉Rn “ limmÑ8 〈χp´h2m∆qĂum, Ăum〉 .
By Lemma A.3 this last limit is equal to 1. This implies in particular that µ ‰ 0. 
The main difficulty for the proof of Theorem 1.9 is the propagation of the measure µ. As already
mentioned, this question is simplified by the fact that in our setting the damping is effective every-
where on the boundary. This explains why we do not have to consider generalized bicharacteristics
on T ˚ω. Here we simply have invariance of the measure by the flow on T ˚Rn.
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Proposition A.5. Let q P C80 pR2nq and t P R. Then we haveż
R2n
qpy, ηq dµ “
ż
R2n
qpy ´ 2tη, ηq dµ.
Many arguments used in the proof of this proposition are inspired by [Mil00].
Proof. ‚ By differentiation under the integral sign we have
d
ds
ż
R2n
qpy ´ 2sη, ηq dµ “ ´2
ż
R2n
η ¨∇yqpy ´ 2sη, ηq dµ.
So it is enough to prove that for all q P C80 pR2nq we haveż
R2n
 
η2, q
(
dµ “ 0. (A.5)
‚ This is clear if q and hence η ¨ ∇yq are supported outside ω ˆ Rn. Now let q be supported in
ω ˆ Rn. Let χ P C80 pωq be such that
`
suppp1´ χq ˆ Rn˘X supppqq “ H. We can write
lim
mÑ8
〈
Opwhm
`tη2, qu˘Ăum, Ăum〉L2pRnq “ limmÑ8 ihm 〈r´h2m∆,OpwhmpqqsĂum, Ăum〉L2pRnq
“ ´ lim
mÑ8
2
hm
Im
〈
OpwhmpqqĂum, p´h2m∆´ λmqĂum〉L2pRnq
“ ´ lim
mÑ8
2
hm
Im
〈
OpwhmpqqĂum, χp´h2m∆´ λmqĂum〉L2pRnq
“ ´ lim
mÑ8
2
hm
Im
〈
OpwhmpqqĂum, χfm〉L2pRnq
“ 0.
This proves (A.5) for q supported in ω ˆ Rn. By linearity it remains to prove that for any y P Bω
there exists a neighborhood Uy of y in Rn such that (A.5) holds for q supported in Uy ˆ Rn.
‚ So let y0 P Bω. We first make a change of variables to reduce to the case where ω looks like the
half space Rn` around y0. Notice that this is already the case if n “ 1, so for this part of the proof
we can assume that n ě 2. For r ą 0 we denote by B1prq the open ball of radius r in Rn´1. Since
Bω is a smooth manifold of dimension n´1, there exist a neighborhood WB of y0 in Bω, ρ ą 0 and a
diffeomorphism φB : WB Ñ B1p2ρq such that φBpy0q “ 0. For y P Bω we denote by νpyq the outward
normal vector of ω at y. Then by the tubular neighborhood theorem (see for instance Paragraph
2.7 in [BG88]), taking WB and ρ smaller if necessary, the map
φ˜ :
"
B1p2ρqˆs ´ 2ρ, 2ρr Ñ Rn
py1, sq ÞÑ φ´1B py1q ´ sν
`
φ´1B py1q
˘
defines a diffemorphism from V2ρ :“ B1p2ρqˆs ´ 2ρ, 2ρr to its image W2ρ :“ φpV2ρq. Thus φ “ φ˜´1
defines a diffeomorphism from a neighborhood W2ρ of y in Rn to V2ρ such that φpyq “ 0 and
φpW2ρ X ωq “ V`2ρ :“ B1p2ρqˆs0, 2ρr. We write φ “ pφ1, . . . , φnq where φj P C8pW2ρ,Rq for
all j P J1, nK. We set Vρ “ B1pρqˆs ´ ρ, ρr, Vρ` “ B1pρqˆs0, ρr, Wρ “ φ´1pVρq and consider
χ P C80 pRn, r0, 1sq supported in W2ρ and equal to 1 on a neighborhood of Wρ. We prove (A.5) for
q supported in Wρ ˆ Rn.
‚ For m P N and v P C8pV2ρq we have`´ h2m∆pv ˝ φq˘ ˝ φ´1 “ Pmv
where Pm is of the form
Pm “ ApyqD2m `Bpy,D1mqDm ` Cpy,D1mq ` hmb˜pyqDm ` hmC˜py,D1mq. (A.6)
Here Dm stands for ´ihmByn and the operators Bpy,D1mq, Cpy,D1mq, C˜py,D1mq are differential op-
erators (of orders 1,2 and 1, respectively) in the first pn ´ 1q variables with smooth coefficients on
V2ρ. We denote by b, c, c˜ P C8pV2ρ ˆ Rn´1q their symbols. We can check that with this choice for
the diffeomorphism φ we have on V2ρ
Apyq “ }∇φnpyq}2 “ 1. (A.7)
On the other hand the operator Pm is symmetric on L
2pV2ρq. Thus the formal adjoint
Pm˚ “ D2m `DmBpy,D1mq˚ ` Cpy,D1mq˚ ` hmDmb˜pyq ` hmC˜py,D1mq˚
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satisfies Pm˚ “ Pm for all m P N. We denote by p the principal symbol of Pm:
ppy, ηq “ η2n ` bpy, η1qηn ` cpy, η1q.
Here we write η “ pη1, ηnq with η1 P Rn´1 and ηn P R. For m P N we set vm “ pχumq ˝ φ´1. This
defines a smooth function on V`2ρ which can be extended by 0 to a smooth function on Rn` . We
denote by Ăvm its extension by 0 on Rn. The choice of φ ensures that on BRn` X Vρ we have
hmBνvm “ iαmvm.
If we choose χ such that Bνχ “ 0 on Bω, then these equalities hold in fact everywhere on BRn. With
Lemma A.2 we can check that
}vm}L2pBRn` q ` }Dmvm}L2pBRn` q ÝÝÝÝÑmÑ8 0, (A.8)
and
}hm∇vm} À 1. (A.9)
We set gm “ pPm ´ λmqvm. Then
gm “ χfm ˝ φ´1 ´ h2m
`
2∇χ ¨∇um ` um∆χ
˘ ˝ φ´1 (A.10)
and
D2mvm “ gm ` λmvm ´Bpy,D1mqDmvm ´ Cpy,D1mqvm
´ hmb˜pyqDmvm ´ hmC˜py,D1mqvm.
(A.11)
With (A.8) we obtain that if ψ P C80 pVρ ˆ Rn´1q and Ψm “ Opwhmpψq then››ΨmD2mvm››L2pBRn`q ÝÝÝÝÑmÑ8 0. (A.12)
‚ Given q˜ P C80 pWρ ˆ Rnq there exists q P C80 pVρ ˆ Rnq such that
i
hm
〈r´h2m∆,Opwhmpq˜qsĂum, Ăum〉 “ ihm 〈rPm,OpwhmpqqsĂvm,Ăvm〉` OmÑ8phmq.
See for instance Theorem 9.3 in [Zwo12]. We deduce in particular that (A.3) holds with Ăum and
µ replaced by Ăvm and some measure ν on R2n, respectively. Now we have to prove that for all
q P C80 pVρ ˆ Rnq ż
R2n
tp, qu dν “ 0. (A.13)
As for Lemma A.3 we can first check that ν is supported in p´1pt1uq.
‚ Now assume that (A.13) holds if q is replaced by any function ϕ of the form ϕ : py, ηq ÞÑ
ηnϕ1py, η1q`ϕ0py, η1q where ϕ0 and ϕ1 belong to C80 pVρˆRn´1q. Let q P C80 pVρˆRnq. Let R1 ą 0
be such that supppqq Ă Vρ ˆB1p0, R1q ˆR. We set K 1 “ V2ρ ˆB1p0, 2R1q. Let Rn ą 0 be such that
pK 1 ˆ Rq X p´1pt1uq Ă K 1ˆs ´Rn, Rnr. We set K “ K 1 ˆ r´Rn, Rns.
According to the Weierstrass density theorem, there exist sequences of polynomials pqjq, pbjq and
pcjq on K which approach q, b and c in C1pK 1q. Then in C1pKq we have
pj :“ η2n ` bjηn ` cj ÝÝÝÑ
jÑ8 p.
Then for j P N there exist polynomials q˜j , ϕ0,j and ϕ1,j such that
qj “ ppj ´ 1qq˜j ` ϕ1,jηn ` ϕ0,j .
Let θ P C80 pR2n´1q be supported in Vρ ˆ Rn´1 and such that qθ “ q. Then we have
lim
jÑ8
ż
R2n
tp, θqju dν “ lim
jÑ8
ż
R2n
θq˜jtp, ppj ´ 1qu dν ` lim
jÑ8
ż
R2n
ppj ´ 1qtp, θq˜ju dν
` lim
jÑ8
ż
R2n
tp, θpηnϕ1,j ` ϕ0,jqu dν.
Since tp, pj ´ 1u goes to tp, p´ 1u “ 0 on K, ppj ´ 1q goes to pp´ 1q, p “ 1 on the support of ν and
according to the fact that (A.5) holds for θpηnϕ1,j ` ϕ0,jq we obtainż
R2n
tp, θqju dν ÝÝÝÑ
jÑ8 0.
On the other hand we haveż
R2n
tp, θqju dν ÝÝÝÑ
jÑ8
ż
R2n
tp, θqu dν “
ż
R2n
tp, qu dν,
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so q satisfies (A.13). Thus it remains to prove (A.13) for a symbol like ϕ.
‚ For the rest of the proof we fix two functions ϕ0, ϕ1 P C80 pVρ ˆ Rn´1q and define ϕ as above.
For m P N and j P t0, 1u we set Φj,m “ Opwhmpϕjq. This defines bounded operators on L2pRnq.
Since there symbols do not depend on ηn they can be seen as operators on L
2pRn`q. Then we set
Φm “ Φ1,mDm ` Φ0,m. We have
Opwhmpηnϕ1q “ Φ1,mDm ´
ihm
2
Φ11,m “ DmΦ1,m ` ihm2 Φ
1
1,m, (A.14)
where Φ11,m “ OpwhmpBxnϕ1q, and in particular Φm “ Opwhmpϕq ` Ophmq. We consider θ1 P
C80 pR, r0, 1sq equal to 1 on [-1,1]. For r ą 1 we set θr : ξ ÞÑ θ1pξ{rq. Since ν is supported in
p´1pt1uq and |ppy, η1, ηnq| goes to infinity when |ηn| goes to infinity uniformly in py, η1q in the sup-
port of ϕ0 or ϕ1 we have for r large enoughż
R2n
tp, ϕu dν “
ż
R2n
θrpηnqtp, ϕu dν
“ lim
mÑ8
i
hm
〈
θrpDmqrPm,OpwhmpϕqsĂvm,Ăvm〉L2pRnq
“ lim
mÑ8
i
hm
〈θrpDmqrPm,ΦmsĂvm,Ăvm〉L2pRnq .
Thus (A.13) will be a consequence of
lim sup
mÑ8
›››› ihm
´
θrpDmqrPm,ΦmsĂvm ´ rE`rPm,Φmsvm˘¯››››
L2pV2ρq
ÝÝÝÑ
rÑ8 0 (A.15)
(where rE`rPm,Φmsvm˘ is the extension by 0 of rPm,Φmsvm on Rn) and
i
hm
〈rPm,Φmsvm, vm〉L2pV`2ρq ÝÝÝÝÑmÑ8 0. (A.16)
‚ We begin with the proof of (A.15). We can write
i
hm
rPm,Φms “
2ÿ
j“0
Ψj,mD
j
m
where for j P t0, 1, 2u we have Ψj,m “ Opwhmpψj,mq with ψj,m P C80 pVρ ˆ Rn´1q uniformly in m. In
fact there is a term Ψ3,mD
3
m with Ψ3,m “ h´1m rApyq,Φ1,ms, but this term disappears by (A.7). This
will be important to have terms of order at most 2 with respect to the last variable.
‚ For κ P N and v P C8pV`2ρq we denote by ĆDκmv the function equal to Dκmv on V`2ρ and equal
to 0 on V2ρzV`2ρ. Let ψ P C80 pV2ρ ˆ Rn´1q. We set Ψm “ Opwhmpψq and Ψ1m “ OpwhmpBynψq. Let
s P ‰0, 12“. For k P t0, 1u and φ P C80 pV2ρq we have by (A.8)ˇˇˇˇ〈
〈Dm〉s´1 Ψm
´
Dm
ČDkmvm ´ ČDk`1m vm¯ , φ〉
L2pV2ρq
ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ〈ČDkmvm, DmΨm˚ 〈Dm〉s´1 φ〉
L2pV2ρq
´
〈 ČDk`1m vm,Ψm˚ 〈Dm〉s´1 φ〉
L2pV2ρq
ˇˇˇˇ
“
ˇˇˇˇ〈
Dkmvm, DmΨm˚ 〈Dm〉s´1 φ
〉
L2pV`2ρq
´
〈
Dk`1m vm,Ψm˚ 〈Dm〉s´1 φ
〉
L2pV`2ρq
ˇˇˇˇ
ď hm
›››Dkmvm›››
L2pBRn`q
›››Ψm˚ 〈Dm〉s´1 φ›››
L2pBRn`q
À hm
›››Ψm˚ 〈Dm〉s´1 φ›››
H1´spRnq
For θ P N (and hence for any θ ě 0 by interpolation) we have
hθ
›››〈Dm〉´θ φ›››
HθpRnq
À }φ}L2pRnq .
Applied with θ “ 1´ s we obtain›››〈Dm〉s´1 ´ΨmDm ČDkmvm ´Ψm ČDk`1m vm¯›››
L2pV2ρq
“ O
mÑ8ph
s
mq. (A.17)
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For j P J0, 2K and r ą 0 this yields in particular
lim sup
mÑ8
››››θrpDmqΨj,mˆDjmĂvm ´ ČDjmvm˙››››
L2pV2ρq
“ 0. (A.18)
‚ For j “ t0, 1u we use (A.14) and (A.17) to write››››〈Dm〉s Ψj,m ČDjmvm››››
L2pRnq
ď
››››〈Dm〉s´2 Ψj,m ČDjmvm››››
L2pRnq
`
››››〈Dm〉s´2D2mΨj,m ČDjmvm››››
L2pRnq
À ››Djmvm››L2pV`2ρq `
››››〈Dm〉s´1 Ψj,mDm ČDjmvm››››
L2pRnq
` hm
››››〈Dm〉s´1 Ψ1j,m ČDjmvm››››
L2pRnq
À 1`
››››〈Dm〉s´1 Ψj,m ČDj`1m vm››››`Ophmq.
If j “ 0 then with (A.9) this proves that 〈Dm〉s Ψ0,mĂvm is uniformly bounded in L2pRnq. For j “ 1
we also have to use (A.10)-(A.11) to conclude that 〈Dm〉s Ψ1,m ČDmvm is uniformly bounded. Thus
for j P t0, 1u we have by functional calculus
lim sup
mÑ8
››››`θrpDmq ´ 1˘Ψj,m ČDjmvm›››› (A.19)
À lim sup
mÑ8
››`θrpDmq ´ 1˘ 〈Dm〉´s›› À sup
τPR
ˇˇˇˇ
θrpτq ´ 1
τ s
ˇˇˇˇ
ÝÝÝÝÑ
rÑ`8 0.
With (A.18) we deduce
lim sup
mÑ8
››››θrpDmqΨj,mDjmĂvm ´Ψj,m ČDjmvm››››
L2pRnq
ÝÝÝÑ
rÑ8 0. (A.20)
Now assume that j “ 2. In order to prove (A.19) we first apply (A.10)-(A.11) and then we use the
cases j “ 0 and j “ 1. Then (A.20) follows from (A.18) as before. Thus we have proved (A.20) for
all j P J0, 2K, and (A.15) follows.
‚ Now we turn to the proof of (A.16). Assume that
´ i
hm
p〈PmΦmvm, vm〉´ 〈Φmvm, Pm˚vm〉q ÝÝÝÝÑmÑ8 0. (A.21)
Then, since Pm is formally self-adjoint, we have
lim sup
mÑ8
i
hm
〈rPm,Φmsvm, vm〉V`2ρ “ lim supmÑ8
i
hm
´
〈Φvm, Pm˚vm〉V`2ρ ´ 〈ΦPmvm, vm〉V`2ρ
¯
“ lim sup
mÑ8
i
hm
´
〈Φvm, gm〉V`2ρ ´ 〈Φgm, vm〉V`2ρ
¯
.
We recall that vm is smooth on Rn` so that ΦmPmvm is well defined for all m P N. Since ϕ0 and ϕ1
are supported in Vρ and the derivatives of χ are supported outside Vρ, we obtain (A.16) with (A.10).
Thus it remains to prove (A.21). We first observe that if pw˜mqmPN and pwmqmPN are sequences in
H1pV`2ρq which go to 0 in L2pBV`2ρq then we have
´ i
hm
´
〈Dmw˜m, wm〉V`2ρ ´ 〈w˜m, Dmwm〉V`2ρ
¯
“
ż
BV`2ρ
w˜mwm ÝÝÝÝÑ
mÑ8 0. (A.22)
If furthermore w˜m and wm are in H
2pV`2ρq and are such that Dmw˜m and Dmwm go to 0 in L2pBV`2ρq,
then
´ i
hm
´〈
D2mw˜m, wm
〉
V`2ρ ´
〈
w˜m, D
2
mwm
〉
V`2ρ
¯
ÝÝÝÝÑ
mÑ8 0.
With (A.8) we directly obtain
´ i
hm
`〈PmΦ0,mvm, vm〉Ω ´ 〈Φ0,mvm, pPmq˚vm〉Ω˘ ÝÝÝÝÑmÑ8 0.
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By (A.14), (A.22), (A.8) and (A.12) we have
´ lim
mÑ8
i
hm
`〈
D2mΦ1,mDmvm, vm
〉´ 〈Φ1,mDmvm, D2mvm〉˘
“ ´ lim
mÑ8
`〈
DmΦ
1
1,mDmvm, vm
〉´ 〈Φ11,mDmvm, Dmvm〉˘
´ lim
mÑ8
i
hm
`〈
DmΦ1,mD
2
mvm, vm
〉´ 〈Φ1,mD2mvm, Dmvm〉˘
“ 0.
This gives (A.21) with Pm replaced by D
2
m. We proceed similarly for the other terms in Pm (partial
integrations with differential operators with respect to the first n ´ 1 variables do not raise any
problem). This concludes the proof of (A.21) and hence the proof of Proposition A.5. 
Now we can conclude the proof of Theorem 1.9:
Proposition A.6. We have µ “ 0.
Proof. This follows from the facts that µ vanishes on a neighborhood of tη “ 0u (see Lemma A.3),
is invariant by the classical flow (see Proposition A.5) and vanishes outside ω ˆ Rn. 
Appendix B. The case of a one-dimensional section
In this appendix we give more precise information about the spectrum of Taz (see (1.24)-(1.25))
in the case where the section ω is of dimension 1. This continues the analysis of [Roy15, Section 3].
We assume that ω “s0, `rĂ R for some ` ą 0, and we set ν “ pi{`. In this case the operator Tα is
given by the second derivative ´ d2
dy2
with domain
DpTαq “
 
u P H2p0, `q : u1p0q “ ´iαup0q, u1p`q “ iαup`q( .
We recall from Proposition 3.1 in [Roy15] that for τ ě 0 the spectrum of Taτ is given by a sequence of
simple eigenvalues λnpaτq “ θnpaτq2 where the functions θn, n P N, satisfy the following properties:
(i) For all n P N we have θnp0q “ nν.
(ii) For n P N and α ě 0 we have`
α´ θnpαq
˘2
e2i`θnpαq “ `α` θnpαq˘2. (B.1)
(iii) For n P N and α ą 0 we have Repθnpαqq Psnν, pn` 1qνr.
(iv) For n P N there exists Cn ą 0 such that for all α ą 0 we have Impθnpαqq P r´Cn, 0r.
(v) For all n P N˚ the map α ÞÑ θnpαq depends analytically on α ě 0 (for n “ 0, it is continuous
on R` and analytic on R˚` ).
In the following proposition we describe more precisely the behavior of the eigenvalues θnpαq when
α goes to `8. In particular, (B.2) shows that the spectrum of Tα approches the real axis for high
frequencies. This is why it was only possible to give uniform estimates for Rapzq and hence pA´ τq
in weighted spaces (see Section 7.2). The other properties of the proposition were not used in the
paper. They are given for their own interests.
Proposition B.1. (i) Let n P N. Then the map α ÞÑ Repθnpαqq is increasing from nν to pn`1qν
when α goes from 0 to `8.
(ii) For all n P N we have
Impθnpαqq ÝÝÝÝÑ
αÑ`8 0. (B.2)
(iii) We have
sup
αPR`
|Impθnpαqq| “ O
nÑ8
`
lnpnq˘.
(iv) For β P R we have
Re
`
θn pnν ` β lnpnqq
˘´ nν ÝÝÝÑ
nÑ8 ν
˜
1´ arg
`
β ` i`
˘
pi
¸
(where arg
`
β ` i`
˘
belongs to s0, pir) and
´ Im `θn pnν ` β lnpnqq ˘ „
nÑ8
lnpnq
`
.
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(v) Let γ P R˚` z t1u. We have
Im pθn pγnνqq ÝÝÝÑ
nÑ8
1
`
ln
ˇˇˇˇ
1` γ
1´ γ
ˇˇˇˇ
and Re θn pγnνq ´ nν ÝÝÝÑ
nÑ8
#
0 if γ ă 1,
ν if γ ą 1.
(vi) Let ρ Ps0, 1r and s P Rz t0u. Then
´ Im pθn pnν ` snρqq „
nÑ8
1´ ρ
`
lnpnq and Re θn pnν ` snρq ´ nν ÝÝÝÑ
nÑ8
#
0 if s ă 0,
ν if s ą 0.
On the left: the 20 first eigenvalues for a “ 1 (asterisks), a “ 5 (crosses) and a “ 10 (diamonds).
On the right: the first (circles) and second (asterisks) eigenvalues for a going from 1 to 20 (from
left to right).
Figure 2. The eigenvalues of Tα when ω “ r0, 1s.
Proof. ‚ Let n P N. Taking the derivative with respect to α in (B.1) gives
2i`θ1npαqe2i`θnpαq “ ddα
ˆ
α` θnpαq
α´ θnpαq
˙2
“ 4
ˆ
α` θnpαq
α´ θnpαq
˙2 ´θnpαq ` αθ1npαq
pa` θnpαqqpα´ θνpaqq ,
and hence
θ1npαq “ 2θnpαq2α´ i`pα2 ´ θnpαq2q “
2θnpαq
´
2α` i``α2 ´ θnpαq2˘¯
|2α´ i`pα2 ´ θnpαq2q|2
.
In particular for α ą 0:
Repθ1npαqq “
4αRepθnpαqq ´ 2`
`
α2 ` |θnpαq|2
˘
Impθnpαqq
|2α´ i`pα2 ´ θ2q|2 ą 0.
‚ We have ˇˇˇˇ
α` θnpαq
α´ θnpαq
ˇˇˇˇ2
“ e´2` Impθnpαqq.
Assume by contradiction that we can find sequences pnmqmPN P NN and pαmqmPN P pR˚` qN such that
if we set θm “ θnmpαmq we have |Impθmq|
lnpnmq ÝÝÝÝÑmÑ8 `8.
Necessarily, nm goes to infinity when mÑ8. If for some subsequence we have
αm
|θm| ÝÝÝÝÑmÑ8 0 or `8,
then
e2` Impθmq ÝÝÝÝÑ
mÑ8 1.
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This gives a contradiction, so there exists C ą 1 such that for all m P N we have
C´1 ď αm|θm| ď C.
Since Repθmq grows like nmν, we have in particular αm À nm ` |Impθmq|. Then
e2`|Impθmq| “
ˇˇˇˇ
αm ` θm
αm ´ θm
ˇˇˇˇ2
À n
2
m ` |Impθmq|2
|Impθmq|2
,
from which we deduce that |Impθmq| cannot grow faster that Oplnpnmqq and get a contradiction.
‚ We now turn to the third statement. For n P N˚ we can write
θn
`
nν ` β lnpnq˘ “ nν `Rn ´ iIn
with Rn Ps0, νr and In ě 0. We have
e2i`Rne2`In “
ˆ
2nν `Rn ´ iIn ` β lnpnq
Rn ´ iIn ´ β lnpnq
˙2
.
Then
In “ 1
2`
ln
ˇˇˇˇ
2nν `Rn ´ iIn ` β lnpnq
Rn ´ iIn ´ β lnpnq
ˇˇˇˇ2
„
nÑ8
lnpnq
`
.
On the other hand we have modulo pi
`Rn ” 1
2
arg
´
e2i`Rne2`In
¯
” arg
˜
2nν
pβ ` i`q lnpnq
` o
nÑ8p1q
¸
” ´ arg
ˆ
β ` i
`
˙
` o
nÑ8p1q.
If we choose arg
`
β ` i`
˘
in s0, pir we obtain
Rn ÝÝÝÑ
nÑ8
1
`
ˆ
pi ´ arg
ˆ
β ` i
`
˙˙
.
Since the map α ÞÑ Repθnpαqq is increasing on R`, we obtain in particular for all n P N
Repθnpαqq ÝÝÝÝÑ
αÑ`8 pn` 1qν.
‚ Now let γ P R˚` z t1u. Again we consider Rn Ps0, νr and In ě 0 such that
θn pγnνq “ nν `Rn ´ iIn.
Then
e2i`Rne2`In ÝÝÝÑ
nÑ8
ˆ
γ ` 1
γ ´ 1
˙2
.
This proves that In ÝÝÝÑ
nÑ8
1
` ln
ˇˇˇ
1`γ
1´γ
ˇˇˇ
and dpRn, νNq ÝÝÝÑ
nÑ8 0. Using the fact that the real part of
θnpaq is increasing we see that Rn has to go to 0 for γ ă 1 and to ν if α ą 1. Finally, the results
concerning α “ nν ` sνρ are proved similarly. 
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